Introduction {#ss1}
============

Human biomonitoring can be an effective tool for assessing exposure to a variety of chemicals. As biomonitoring data integrates all routes (inhalation, dermal and oral) and sources of exposure (i.e. including occupational, environmental and lifestyle factors such as diet, smoking and hobbies), it can provide valuable perspective to help evaluate aggregate exposure to chemicals (Angerer et al., [@b14], [@b15]; Pirkle et al., [@b232]). Traditionally, biomonitoring data are used to assess the efficacy of control measures in occupational settings. Biomonitoring data are now one commonly used tool to determine chemical exposure in the general population. Biomonitoring data can also be used to assess the effectiveness of environmental remediation efforts. Thus, when collecting biomonitoring data, one must also consider the overall objectives of the evaluation. For example, if there is a need to understand exposure, then determining the levels of the chemical and/or its metabolites in an appropriate matrix (e.g. blood and urine) may be sufficient. Alternatively, if the biomonitoring data are to be used to understand health effects, considerably more information would be needed. For assessing risk to a population, in addition to the exposure assessment data that biomonitoring may provide, additional information including sources and pathways of exposure and toxicology are needed.

The Biomonitoring Technical Committee of the International Life Sciences Institute (ILSI) Health and Environmental Sciences Institute (HESI) held an International Biomonitoring Workshop in 2004. At this workshop, a framework of "Common Criteria" (i.e. a series of key questions, [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}) was developed to inform the use and evaluation of the use of biomonitoring data in exposure and human health risk assessment. The criteria were outlined for the following categories (Albertini et al., [@b6]):exposure,toxicology/toxicokinetics,epidemiology,analytical methods/biomarkers of exposure andrisk assessment/risk management. Table 1.Biomonitoring common criteria.ExposureToxicology/toxicokineticsEpidemiologyAnalytical methodology/biomarker of exposureRisk assessment/risk managementSource(s) identified?Are there sufficient data including longer duration studies?Are reasonable cause--effect inferences supported?[\*](#T1-F1){ref-type="table-fn"}Were standard reference materials used in the biological matrix of interest?Are there sufficient and relevant toxicology dataPathway(s)/route(s) understood?Do routes used in toxicology studies compare to anticipated human exposure?Has an adverse health effect been observed in humans?Have specificity and sensitivity of methods been described?Known relationship between biomarker of exposure and human health effect?Human exposure relationship to existing toxicology dataAre toxicokinetic data in animals available?Has the pathogenesis of the health effect been described?Is biomarker of exposure valid for intended use?[†](#T1-F2){ref-type="table-fn"}Applicable toxicokinetic data?Exposure--dose relationship understood?Is/are the critical effect(s) known?Is there a health effect in the exposed populationDoes sampling strategy consider potential sources of error?If applicable -- evidence that remediation efforts are working?Temporality/duration understood[‡](#T1-F3){ref-type="table-fn"}Is the mode/mechanism of action understood?Have toxicokinetic and/or toxicodynamic genetic polymorphisms been described which may impact risk?Does sampling strategy consider stability of biomarker of exposure?Did sampling strategy incorporate toxicokinetics?[^1][^2][^3]

The framework emerged through the evaluation of six case studies of chemicals with varying physical--chemical properties and data availability (Barr & Angerer, [@b31]; Birnbaum & Cohen Hubal, [@b40]; Butenhoff et al., [@b58]; Calafat & McKee, [@b59]; Hughes, [@b125]; Robison & Barr, [@b244]). As a follow-up to the 2004 workshop, the ILSI HESI Biomonitoring Technical Committee selected benzene, a data-rich compound, to assess whether refinement of the Common Criteria framework was necessary, and to gain additional perspective on approaches for integrating biomonitoring data into a risk-based context.

Several biomonitoring datasets are available for benzene, including the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's (CDC) National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES). There is a wealth of published human epidemiology, exposure and toxicology data on benzene (ATSDR, [@b25]; International Agency on Research in Cancer (IARC), [@b127], [@b128]; Johnson et al., [@b139]). Benzene has been a subject of recent reviews on exposure, health effects and biomarkers (Bird et al., [@b39]; Galbraith et al., [@b101]; HEI, [@b121]; Johnson et al., [@b139]; Snyder, [@b280]; VCEEP, [@b307]; Weisel, [@b318]). This paper applies the Common Criteria to the benzene data to examine the relationship between benzene exposure and human health risk.

Exposure {#ss2}
========

Human biomonitoring data integrates all sources of possible exposure to a chemical, but it does not provide information on individual routes of exposure. This is because biomonitoring generally makes an assessment of the exposure by quantitating a biomarker of exposure in blood, urine or other biological media. Thus, it is difficult to make an informed decision on an individual route of exposure. If available, additional information concerning the primary sources, routes of exposure and temporal variability will help inform sampling strategies, interpret the health implications of the data and provide the basic information for advice to limit exposure, if necessary.

Primary sources and routes of exposure {#ss3}
--------------------------------------

Several recent reviews summarize the sources of benzene exposure (ATSDR, [@b25]; Johnson et al., [@b139]; VCEEP, [@b307]; Weisel, [@b318]). The two primary sources of industrial exposure to benzene are activities associated with the production and synthesis of benzene and the use of benzene to synthesize other chemicals. A number of other occupations such as aviation workers, service station workers (Carrieri et al., [@b62]), bus drivers, police (Capleton & Levy, [@b60]), cargo tanker workers (Kirkeleit et al., [@b149],[@b150]), urban workers (Fustinoni et al., [@b99],[@b100]; Manini et al., [@b185]) and fishermen (Kirrane et al., [@b152]) may be exposed to benzene through the use of petroleum products. Exposure to benzene in solvents has also been demonstrated for shoe production workers (Kim et al., [@b145],[@b146]; Wang et al., [@b315]). The air concentrations for these various occupational settings ranged from 1 µg/m^3^ to over 1000 µg/m^3^.

For occupational settings, where the primary exposure routes are inhalation and dermal, exposure assessment can be relatively straightforward if the quantity of material used and the work area is relatively well defined. In contrast, assessment of benzene exposure for the general population is harder to quantify because individual lifestyles are extremely variable, ambient weather conditions can impact exposure, and living environments are more diverse. In non-occupational settings, inhalation of benzene is the primary exposure route with minor contribution from dermal and oral sources. Outdoor ambient air concentrations of benzene are dependent on geographical location (i.e. rural versus urban) (Wallace, [@b312]). Recent surveys in the San Francisco area (Harley et al., [@b118]), Mexico City and Puebla, Mexico (Tovalin-Ahumada & Whitehead, [@b296]) and in Florence, Italy (Fondelli et al., [@b97]) indicate ambient air concentrations of about 0.2--2 µg/m^3^ (San Francisco), 7 µg/m^3^ (Puebla), 44 µg/m^3^ (Mexico City) and 2.3--7 µg/m^3^ (Florence). US national trends (1994--2009) indicate a 66% decline in the average ambient air benzene concentration (2.7--0.9 µg/m^3^) for 22 urban monitoring sites (US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), [@b303]). Natural sources of benzene in air include volcanoes and forest fires. Anthropogenic sources of benzene in air include combustible fuel emissions, exhaust from motor vehicles and evaporation of gasoline and solvents, especially in attached garages, industry or hazardous waste sites, and home products (e.g. paint). The range of urban, rural, indoor and personal air benzene concentrations vary from 20- to about 1000-fold in the US and Europe ([Figure 1A and B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}; HEI, [@b121] and Bruinen de Bruin, 2008). This wide variability in air benzene concentrations shown in [Figure 1(A)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} (data from [Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table"}, HEI, [@b121]) is due to many factors such as sample location (e.g. rural versus urban; outdoor versus indoor), season and time of measurement (e.g. winter; afternoon), number of observations, average sampling time and other factors (e.g. mean versus maximum concentrations). This variability emphasizes the point that public health scientists need to be cognizant of the sources of their data when assessing the potential adverse health effects from exposure to environmental toxicants.Figure 1.(A) Benzene ambient air concentrations in the USA, HEI ([@b121]). Reprinted with permission from the Health Effects Institute, Boston, MA. (B) Benzene ambient air concentrations in European metropolitan areas. Adapted from Bruinen de Bruin et al. ([@b90]) with kind permission from Springer Science + Business Media.

An overarching consideration for both occupational and general population sources of exposure to benzene exposure is tobacco smoking. Benzene concentrations can be 10--20 times higher in exhaled breath of cigarette smokers than in non-smokers (Gordon et al., [@b112]). For cigarette smokers, smoking accounts for about 90% of this group's exposure to benzene (Wallace, [@b312]). For non-smokers, environmental tobacco smoke, depending upon lifestyle and local restrictions on smoking, can be a significant source of benzene exposure (Wallace, [@b312]). Thus, any biomonitoring study of benzene must take into account smoking history and whether individuals are exposed to second-hand smoke.

Considerably lower exposures to benzene (usually \<1% of the total body burden) can occur from consumption of food, water and beverages (Wallace, [@b312]). Benzene is detected in raw, processed and cooked foods with concentrations ranging from 1 to 190 parts per billion (ppb, µg/kg) (Fleming-Jones & Smith, [@b96]). It has been suggested that the presence of benzene in food is by its uptake from air (Grob et al., [@b115]). Currently available data indicate that the mean concentration of benzene in drinking water is 0.27 μg/L (95th percentile = 0.5 μg/L and maximum = 355 μg/L) (ATSDR, [@b25]). Page et al. ([@b225]) detected benzene in one of 182 bottled drinking water samples at a concentration of 2 μg/L. Dermal uptake can also contribute to systemic exposure following contact of the skin with solvents or fuels containing benzene. The site and surface area of the skin contacted is of particular importance when evaluating occupational skin exposure to benzene and fuels or solvents containing benzene.

Temporality and duration of exposure {#ss4}
------------------------------------

There is some understanding of temporality and duration of occupational exposures since workers typically have defined schedules with known durations of contact with benzene, benzene in the air, or solvents containing benzene. It is more difficult to establish patterns of exposure for the general population since a variety of factors impact exposure and lead to greater variability in exposure (Johnson et al*.*, [@b139]). Background ambient air concentrations of benzene are known or can be determined for the general population and are highly dependent on the living environment of the population being evaluated. For example, mean ambient air levels of benzene are reported to range from 0.6--0.7 µg/m^3^ in rural settings and 0.3--3.9 µg/m^3^ in urban settings (HEI, 2007). Thus, individuals living in cities will likely have higher background levels of benzene when compared with individuals living in a rural environment. Knowledge of the ambient benzene air concentrations may provide information about a somewhat constant low-level background exposure with little variation in temporality and duration. In contrast, higher short-duration exposures are often more difficult to assess since they tend to occur at irregular intervals. Ambient air concentrations are most often reported as an average concentration measured over an 8 h, 24 h or longer duration. Therefore, these types of measures should be considered average levels with no information on temporal variation within the sampling time frame or over more extended time periods. Activities such as fueling automobiles or yard equipment (e.g. lawn mowers, snow blowers or other gasoline powered equipment) can result in transient exposures to air concentrations of benzene that approximate occupational air concentrations (Egeghy et al., [@b87]). In addition, exposure to solvents used in certain hobbies may result in higher cyclic exposure to benzene. Lifestyle choices such as cigarette smoking or frequent exposure to second-hand smoke must also be factored in to any consideration of background exposure to benzene.

The assessment of benzene exposure must take into consideration that benzene and its metabolites have relatively short half-lives (≤16 h) (Qu et al., [@b237]; Rickert et al., [@b242]). Additionally, biomonitoring data have documented daily and weekly human intra- and inter-individual variability for benzene and other volatile organic chemicals (Sexton et al., [@b267]). The sampling strategy and analysis of the data should also take this into consideration.

Common Criteria and exposure {#ss5}
----------------------------

Overall, large amounts of data are available to adequately address the Common Criteria questions related to exposure ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The primary sources of occupational (chemical and petroleum industries, use of organic solvents in the manufacturing industry, proximity to combustion of fuels and other flammable material) and non-occupational (tobacco smoke, refueling of combustion engines, emissions from combustion engines) exposures are well characterized. The predominant pathway of benzene occupational and non-occupational exposure is inhalation. Dermal exposure to benzene is more of an occupational than non-occupational concern. With regard to relating human exposure to animal toxicology studies ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}), there are a number of inhalation toxicity studies of varying duration in rats and mice (ATSDR, [@b25]; National Toxicology Program (NTP), [@b216]; VCEEP, [@b307]), and this topic is covered in "toxicology/toxicokinetics" section. In addition, there is a relatively good understanding of the exposure--dose relationship for benzene toxicity in animals and humans following inhalation exposure as there are a number of physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models for benzene following inhalation exposure, which are evaluated in the "Pharmacokinetic model" section.

Temporality and duration of exposure to benzene are not well studied, but are recognized to be important in the exposure assessment of benzene. It is recognized that exposures to benzene vary with regard to temporality and duration across occupations, geographic regions and populations. Patterns within occupational exposures can be assessed more closely than non-occupational exposures. Biomonitoring results for short-lived compounds such as benzene indicate large intra-individual daily variability in exposure and represent only recent exposure. Care must be taken to extrapolate the results to long-term exposure. Therefore, benzene exposures studies need to be carefully designed if the goal is to allow interpretation of benzene biomonitoring data in a health-risk context. This is discussed further in "risk assessment/risk characterization" section.

Toxicology/toxicokinetics {#ss6}
=========================

Toxicology {#ss7}
----------

The presence of a chemical in the body does not itself mean that the chemical will cause harm (CDC, [@b63]). The concentration of a chemical detected in the body needs to be compared to concentrations known to cause health effects. There is a wealth of literature on the human health effects of benzene; indeed, it is one of the most studied compounds in commerce due to its ubiquity in the environment, the ability to identify it at low levels and concern about its health effects (ATSDR, [@b25]; Ahmad Khan, [@b3]; Krewski et al., [@b156]; Snyder, [@b277], [@b279]; Snyder et al., [@b286]; World Health Organization (WHO), [@b319]). The health effects of benzene are primarily documented from inhalation exposure. For short-term acute toxicities, outcomes from benzene exposure can range from dizziness to death. For chronic toxicities, major outcomes include hematotoxicity and cancer. For the purposes of this paper, only the key endpoints used to derive chronic benzene toxicological benchmarks for risk assessment are summarized.

### Hematotoxicity {#ss8}

The hematopoietic system is the most critical target tissue following inhalation exposure to benzene in either humans or animals. A reduction in the number of the three major blood components, erythrocytes (anemia), leukocytes (leukopenia) and platelets (thrombocytopenia), can develop following exposure to benzene. This effect has been noted in humans from a 2 d occupational exposure to benzene at a concentration greater than 60 ppm (parts per million; Midzenski et al., [@b202]). Pancytopenia occurs when there is a reduction in the number of more than one type of blood cell. These effects in blood cells are reversible if the exposure to benzene is removed and the individual provided medical assistance. Rothman et al. ([@b251]) observed decreases in counts of total leukocytes, platelets, lymphocytes and red blood cells and hematocrit in workers exposed to benzene (median level: 31 ppm, 8 h time-weighted average (TWA)). Lymphocyte count is thought to be one of the most sensitive parameters to benzene exposure. Rothman et al. ([@b251]) reported a decrease of the absolute lymphocyte count in a group of workers exposed to 8 ppm benzene (median 8 h TWA). The USEPA ([@b302]) used data from this study to derive the benzene inhalation reference concentration (RfC) of 9.4 ppb (30 µg/m^3^).

More recent studies have examined exposures to lower levels of benzene than those reported by Rothman et al. ([@b251]). Lan et al. (2004) examined shoe manufacturers exposed to benzene over a 16-month period. There was also a group of age- and gender-matched controls not exposed to benzene (\<limit of detection (LOD) of 0.04 ppm). The workers were grouped according to their exposure (control, \<1, 1--\<10 and ≥10 ppm, mean levels over 1 month monitoring period). Blood was drawn from these individuals and hematological evaluations were conducted. In the lowest exposure group, leukocyte and platelet counts were significantly decreased relative to the control values (8--15% lower). In the highest exposure group, these cells were decreased 15--36% compared to controls. However, Lamm & Grunwald ([@b158]) reanalyzed the Lan et al. data and concluded that while hematotoxicity was demonstrated at benzene concentrations greater than 10 ppm, it was inconsistent at lower concentrations. In two studies by Collins et al. ([@b68], [@b69]), no significant correlation was observed in workers between benzene exposure (range, 0.01--1.4 ppm; mean, 0.55 ppm, 8 h TWA) and prevalence of abnormal hematological values. More recently, Swaen et al. ([@b292]) assessed low-level occupational exposure to benzene and its effect on hematological parameters. Approximately 20 000 blood samples of non-exposed and benzene-exposed workers were analyzed and there were a similar number of benzene air measurements. Depending on the job and operational status, the mean 8 h TWA benzene air concentration ranged from 0.14 to 0.92 ppm. There was no difference between the lymphocyte counts of exposed and non-exposed groups. There were no differences in hematological parameters (e.g. hemoglobin, hematocrit, white blood cells) among exposed subgroups (\<0.5 ppm, 0.5--1 ppm and \>1 ppm) and with the non-exposed group. Schnatter et al. ([@b263]) examined a large population of shoe and rubber workers from Shanghai, China. Exposure to benzene ranged from 0.02 to 273 ppm. These authors found decrements in most blood cell types, while fitting change point regression models to each cell type. These analyses suggested decreased blood cell counts down to approximately 8 ppm, benzene; but, clear signals below this concentration were not evident. This concentration is similar to the concentration reported as a no-effect level in Rothman et al. ([@b251]), although the Schnatter et al. ([@b263]) study is much larger. Thus, the concentration of benzene in air where hematological effects begin to occur are still being debated, although more than one study suggests hematological effects begin to appear between 5 and 10 ppm, and no such effect at lower levels.

In cases of high exposure to benzene, aplastic anemia can develop. Aplastic anemia occurs when the bone marrow no longer functions adequately and the stem cells from which the blood cells are derived are unable to mature. Aksoy et al. ([@b4], [@b5]) reported on the effects of occupational exposure to benzene contained in adhesives. The workers were exposed to benzene for 5 months to 17 years. Recordings of working environment benzene exposures reached 210 ppm, and in some cases, 640 ppm. In one study (Askoy et al., [@b4]), with maximum exposures up to 210 ppm, 25% of the study participants displayed hematological effects including leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, eosinophilia and pancytopenia. Yin et al. ([@b330]) documented 24 cases of aplastic anemia out of over 500 000 individuals exposed occupationally to benzene mixed with other solvents or benzene alone. In the latter exposures, the workplace benzene air concentration ranged from 0.02 to 264 ppm.

Decreased blood cell counts are observed in laboratory animals following repeated acute, intermediate and chronic inhalation exposure to benzene. Anemia and lymphocytopenia were observed in mice chronically exposed (26 weeks) to 302 ppm benzene (Green et al., [@b113]). Additional studies in animals show there are effects on bone marrow cellularity (hypo- and hypercelluarity) and colony forming stem cells, which are indicative of the development of aplastic anemia (ATSDR, [@b25]). Snyder et al. ([@b281], [@b282]) reported a 20% and 81% incidence of bone marrow hypoplasia in mice exposed to benzene for life at 100 or 300 ppm, respectively.

Genotoxicity {#ss9}
------------

Benzene is considered not mutagenic in bacterial systems or *in vitro* mammalian test systems. However, benzene is reported to be genotoxic when evaluated in mammalian systems *in vivo*. Furthermore, there is evidence that benzene induces DNA strand breaks in lymphocytes from humans exposed to benzene (Andreoli et al., [@b10]; Nilsson et al., [@b211]; Sul et al., [@b290]). There has been one evaluation of mutations in bone marrow cells from humans exposed to benzene (Rothman et al., [@b250]) using the glycophorin A mutation assay. The results suggest that mutations accumulate in long-lived bone marrow stem cells. However, it was observed that gene duplication occurred as opposed to gene inactivation (Rothman et al*.*, [@b250]).

Carcinogenicity {#ss10}
---------------

### Carcinogenicity -- humans {#ss11}

Occupational exposure to benzene via inhalation has been associated through epidemiological studies with the development of cancer (ATSDR, [@b25]; IARC, [@b127], [@b128]; USEPA, [@b300]). The cancer type is predominantly acute myeloid leukemia (AML), although there is suggestive evidence that other leukemia cell types, non-Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple myeloma, may also develop (Hayes et al., [@b119]; Rinsky et al., [@b243]; Schnatter et al., [@b264]). The pliofilm study (Rinsky et al., [@b243]) of occupational benzene exposure strongly suggests a relationship with leukemia, as the standard mortality ratio for death from leukemia of the exposed cohort was 3.4 and statistically significant. Crump ([@b75]) performed additional analyses on these data and reported that for the development of acute myelogenous and monocytic leukemia combined (termed "AMML", of which the majority is AML), the relative risk (RR) for cancer death by cumulative benzene exposure was 5--6 and statistically significant. For higher exposures, the RRs were much higher. For example, workers exposed to benzene between 400 and 1000 ppm-years reported a RR of 9, while workers exposed to over 1000 ppm-years showed an unprecedented RR of 83 AMML (Crump, [@b75]). One of the several large occupational studies in China reported significant increased RR of benzene-exposed workers for all hematologic neoplasms (RR = 2.6), all leukemias (RR = 2.5) and acute non-lymphocytic leukemia (RR = 3.0) (Hayes et al., [@b119]). For lower benzene exposures, risks are less clear, as expected. For example, Schnatter et al. ([@b260],[@b261]), Rushton & Romaniuk ([@b254]) and Glass et al. ([@b110]) have all studied petroleum workers where benzene exposure ranged up to approximately 220 ppm-years, with average exposures mostly below 5 ppm. Results of these studies have been inconsistent. Limitations of many of the published occupational studies are that exposures to other solvents occur with benzene exposure, exposure monitoring was inadequate in some cases and the overall low number of study subjects in several of the studies decreased the statistical power of the association (ATSDR, [@b25]).

Occupational exposure to benzene has also been related to the development of myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS; Irons et al., [@b136], [@b135]; Schnatter et al., [@b262]). MDS is a diverse array of neoplastic disorders characterized by varying degrees of pancytopenia and dysplasia of myeloid cells. Its pathogenesis is not well understood, although MDS and AML are often observed as secondary cancers subsequent to treatment with chemotherapeutic agents (Smith et al., [@b275]). MDS has also been previously termed pre-leukemia since it can progress to AML. However, recent estimates report that only about 20--30% of cases progress to AML, thus the term "pre-leukemia" is outdated (Albitar et al. [@b7]). Since bone marrow smears are required for the definitive diagnosis of AML, many early studies may have misclassified MDS as AML, aplastic anemia or other blood disorders (Layton & Mufti, [@b161]). There are several different subtypes of MDS (e.g. refractory anemia; refractory anemia with ringed sideroblasts) and the number has been changing as diagnostic tools have improved (Swerdlow et al., 2008). Only recent studies have examined benzene exposure with respect to MDS subtypes (Irons et al., [@b136], [@b135]). Using the WHO criteria for the diagnosis of MDS (Swerdlow et al., 2008), Irons et al. ([@b135]) found that MDS-unclassifiable (MDS-U) case subtypes had high benzene exposure when compared to cases of MDS without high benzene exposure (odds ratio = 11.1). More recently, Schnatter et al. ([@b262]) suggested that lower benzene exposures may be related to MDS, although specific MDS subtypes were not examined.

### Carcinogenicity -- animals {#ss12}

Benzene is carcinogenic in rats and mice following exposure via inhalation. Maltoni et al. ([@b184]) observed carcinomas of the Zymbal gland and oral cavity in male and female Sprague--Dawley rats exposed to benzene at concentrations of 200--300 ppm. The animals were exposed for 4--7 h/d, 5 d/week, up to 104 weeks. There were also small increases in hepatomas and carcinomas of the nasal cavities and mammary glands of these exposed animals. Mice develop thymic and lymphocytic lymphomas, Zymbal gland, lung and ovarian tumors, and myelogenous leukemias from chronic exposure to benzene (Cronkite et al*.*, [@b72], [@b74]; Farris et al., [@b92]).

The association between occupational exposure to benzene and development of cancer as well a number of animal bioassays where carcinogenic effects were observed provided sufficient evidence whereby the IARC ([@b127], [@b128]), the USEPA ([@b300]) and the NTP ([@b217]) of the Department of Human and Health Services have classified benzene as a known human carcinogen.

Toxicokinetics {#ss13}
--------------

Toxicokinetics is important for helping understand the relationship between exposure and the measured concentration of benzene and its metabolites in the body, and helps relate the toxicological observations at a given dose level in animal studies to what might happen at similar exposure levels in humans.

There are a number of toxicokinetic studies available for benzene. Generally, there are more data from laboratory animal than human studies, with the latter either from cases of poisonings or a small number of human volunteers. Examination of the benzene data from the perspective of the absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination, the metabolic aspect is the best characterized. Since benzene has a relatively short biological half-life (Yu & Weisel, [@b333]), understanding when exposure occurs relative to when blood, urine or expired air samples are collected is an important component of the exposure and risk assessment.

### Absorption {#ss14}

The majority of absorption data for benzene is focused on inhalation as the route of exposure. Benzene is detected in blood of smokers, firefighters, mechanics and individuals in occupations that produce or use benzene, demonstrating inhalation of benzene is an important route of exposure. A study with human volunteers (Srbova et al., [@b288]) showed that absorption of benzene is rapid at first, with approximately 70% or more of the dose absorbed during the first few minutes of exposure. By 1 h, absorption of benzene then declined, which is due to the increasing benzene concentration in blood, thus reducing the concentration gradient between benzene in air and blood. Overall, the general thought is that the extent of the absorption of benzene in humans via inhalation is about 50% (can vary between 20% and 60%; USEPA, [@b301]). Laboratory animals absorb benzene following inhalation exposure to a similar extent. At 10 ppm, during a 6 h exposure, rats and mice absorb and retain 33% and 50% of the dose, respectively. The percentage of the dose absorbed decreases with increasing concentration of benzene in both species (Sabourin et al., [@b255]). Mice appear to absorb a greater cumulative inhaled dose of benzene than rats (Eutermoser et al., [@b91]; Sabourin et al*.*, [@b255]).

Cases of accidental or intentional poisoning by ingestion indicate that benzene is absorbed systemically because of the toxicity (central nervous system effects, death) that developed in the exposed individuals (Thienes, [@b295]). Benzene administered by gavage in corn or olive oil to animals is rapidly (peak concentration at 1 h) and readily absorbed (≥90% of the dose) (Low et al., [@b179]; Parke & Williams, [@b227]; Sabourin et al., [@b255]). It is generally held that the extent of the absorption of benzene via the oral route is 100%.

Benzene can be absorbed through the skin. Modjtahedi & Maibach ([@b203]) reported that in human volunteers, 0.07% and 0.13% of the applied dose of benzene (0.1 mL, dose area of 25.8 cm^2^) was absorbed after direct application to the forearm and palm, respectively. *In vitro* dermal absorption of benzene in monkey and mini-pig was 0.19% and 0.23% of the dose (5 μL/cm^2^), respectively (Franz, [@b98]). Benzene vapor has also been reported to penetrate animal skin (McDougal et al., [@b191]; Tsuruta, [@b298]), which should be considered in assessments of occupational exposure to benzene.

### Distribution {#ss15}

Following absorption, benzene distributes throughout the body to a number of tissues. Benzene is detected in blood, brain, kidney, fat, liver, placenta, cord blood and other tissues of individuals exposed by inhalation (Dowty et al., [@b82]; Winek & Collom, [@b321]). Animal studies show that benzene is distributed widely after inhalation, oral, or dermal exposure, being detected in brain, fat, liver, kidney and in pregnant animals, the placenta and fetus (Ghantous & Danielsson, [@b106]; Low et al., [@b179]; Rickert et al., [@b242]).

### Metabolism {#ss16}

The metabolism of benzene has been extensively studied in humans and laboratory animals (ATSDR, [@b25]; Lovern et al., [@b178]; Monks et al., [@b204]; Snyder, [@b278]). These include *in vivo* studies to identify metabolites of benzene as well as *in vitro* studies to better understand the mechanism of its metabolism. The mouse, rat and non-human primates share the same Phases I and II pathways of benzene metabolism with humans (Henderson, [@b122]). However, there are species differences in the capacity of these pathways to metabolize benzene which results in differences in the fractional distribution of metabolites formed. These metabolites have potentially different toxicological potency. A scheme of the metabolic pathways of benzene and its metabolites is shown in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} Figure 2.A schematic of liver metabolism of benzene. From Boogaard ([@b47]); reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons Ltd. EH, epoxide hydrolase; GSH, glutathione; GST, glutathione-S-transferase; DHDH, dihydrodiol dehydrogenase; MPO, myeloperoxidase; NQO1, NADPH quinone oxidoreductase 1..

The first step in the metabolism of benzene is oxidation to the intermediate benzene oxide. This oxidation is catalyzed by cytochrome P450 (CYP) 2E1. CYP2B4 has some activity, but is less efficient than CYP2E1. Benzene oxide is in equilibrium with the intermediate benzene oxepin. Benzene oxide (or the oxepin) can undergo non-enzymatic rearrangement to phenol, hydrolysis to a dihydrodiol, ring opening to *trans,trans*-muconic acid (ttMA) (which is believed to occur through the intermediate *trans,trans*-muconaldehyde), or react with glutathione to form a pre-mercapturic acid conjugate. The metabolites can undergo further metabolism by oxidation, dehydrogenation or conjugation with sulfate or glucuronic acid. For example, a primary metabolite of benzene oxidation, phenol, can undergo an additional oxidation catalyzed by CYP2E1 to hydroquinone and catechol or can be conjugated with sulfate to form phenyl sulfate. Hydroquinone and catechol can undergo further oxidation catalyzed by peroxidases to their respective quinones. These quinones, which are reactive species, can be reduced back to hydroquinone and catechol by NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase (NQO).

The importance of CYP2E1 in the metabolism of benzene was shown by Valentine et al. ([@b304]). This group exposed benzene to CYP2E1 knockout and wild-type mice via inhalation. The urinary excretion of benzene metabolites was significantly decreased in the knockout mice and there was a change in the metabolite distribution. Phenyl sulfate levels in urine of the knockout mice increased significantly compared to wild-type mice, indicating that there are other CYPs that oxidize benzene and that CYP2E1 is also important in the metabolism of phenol.

Metabolism of benzene occurs in organs in addition to the liver. The liver would be the primary site for metabolism of benzene following oral absorption. For inhalation exposure, the lung would be a major site of benzene metabolism. Chaney & Carlson ([@b64]) compared the metabolism of benzene by rat hepatic and pulmonary microsomes. The hepatic microsomes metabolized benzene five times faster than pulmonary microsomes. There was also a difference in the amount of metabolites formed. For example, hydroquinone comprised 2% and 39% of the metabolites formed in hepatic and pulmonary microsomes, respectively. This difference could be due to the CYP isozymes that metabolize benzene. *In vitro* studies with liver microsomes prepared from CYP2E1 knockout and wild-type mice show that CYP2E1 is the most important CYP isozyme in this preparation that metabolizes benzene. In lung microsomes prepared from the same mice, it appears that CYP2E1 and isozymes from the CYP2F subfamily metabolize benzene at equal rates (Powley & Carlson, [@b236]). The roles of CYP2E1 and CYP2F1 in benzene metabolism were evaluated in bronchiolar- and alveolar-derived human cell lines by Sheets et al. ([@b269]). Both enzymes were important in the metabolism of benzene, although it appears that CYP2F1 has a higher affinity but lower activity than CYP2E1 toward this hydrocarbon. This difference in affinity/activity may explain the observation by Valentine et al. ([@b304]) that CYP2E1 knockout mice exposed to benzene by inhalation do not display cytotoxicity or genotoxicity as opposed to similarly exposed wild-type (and B6C3F1) mice.

CYP2E1 is detected in bone marrow of laboratory animals and humans (Bernauer et al*.*, [@b37], [@b38]; Powley & Carlson, [@b236]). However, the extent of benzene metabolism in bone marrow, at least based on *in vitro* results, does not appear to be great (Irons et al., [@b134]; Lindstrom et al., [@b176]), which suggests that metabolites of benzene formed in other organs are the causative agents for myelotoxicity.

### Elimination {#ss17}

Benzene absorbed by inhalation but not metabolized is primarily expired in the breath with much lower amounts (\<1%) excreted in the urine (Nomiyama & Nomiyama, [@b212],[@b213]; Srbova et al., [@b288]). Nomiyama & Nomiyama ([@b212],[@b213]) reported that in human volunteers exposed to benzene vapors (*ca* 50--60 ppm for 4 h), approximately 17% of the absorbed dose was expired as parent compound. Similarly, animals exhale unmetabolized benzene following inhalation and oral exposure (Rickert et al., [@b242]; Sabourin et al., [@b255]). Several benzene metabolites are excreted in urine and include conjugated phenol, hydroquinone, catechol and trihydroxybenzene. However, as the concentration of benzene in air or the administered oral dose increases, the metabolic pathways become saturated, and greater levels of benzene are expired. In mice orally administered 10 or 200 mg/kg of radiolabeled benzene, urinary excretion was the predominant pathway of elimination at the low dose (McMahon & Birnbaum, [@b192]). The major urinary metabolites were hydroquinone glucuronide (40% of the dose), phenyl sulfate (28%) and ttMA (15%). At the higher dose, the relative amount of urinary excretion decreased considerably and exhalation of volatile radioactivity increased. Fecal elimination was low for both doses. Following dermal exposure of radiolabeled benzene in humans and laboratory animals, benzene-derived radioactivity was detected in urine (Franz, [@b98]; Modjtahedi & Maibach, [@b203]; Skowronski et al., [@b273]). In similarly exposed rats, benzene-derived radioactivity was detected in expired air (Skowronski et al., [@b273]).

Mode of action {#ss18}
--------------

Acute and chronic adverse health effects can arise from exposure to benzene. Most evidence is from inhalation exposure (ATSDR, [@b25]; HEI, [@b121]; Wallace, [@b312]). The critical acute effects are those often associated with exposure to many organic solvents and include narcosis, non-specific central nervous system toxicity, respiratory depression and death (Khan, [@b143]; Snyder et al., [@b286]). The mode of action of the acute effects of benzene is not completely understood. The critical non-cancer effect from chronic exposure to benzene is toxicity to the hematopoietic and immune system (Lan et al., 2004; Rothman et al., [@b251]; Snyder, 2002). Benzene can cause a decrease of the three major circulating cell types: platelets (thrombocytopenia), red blood cells (anemia) and white blood cells (leukopenia) and an increase in mean corpuscular volume (Qu et al., [@b238]; Rothman et al., [@b251]). These effects tend to arise at benzene exposures exceeding 8 ppm, but the effect is also influenced by the duration of exposure (Rothman et al., [@b251]; Schnatter et al., [@b263]). If hematopoietic effects are detected soon enough, the effects are likely to be reversible upon cessation of benzene exposure. However, sustained exposure may result in continued marrow depression involving multiple lineages. This multi-lineage depression of blood counts is also known as pancytopenia (Snyder, [@b276]). Continued exposure may eventually lead to damage to the bone marrow concomitant with pancytopenia, or aplastic anemia. Alternatively, MDS, which is characterized by abnormal maturation and development of hematopoietic precursor cells in the bone marrow, may result, and often is a precursor to leukemia, especially AML (Layton & Mufti, [@b161]; Rossi et al., [@b248]; Snyder, [@b277]). AML is characterized by uncontrolled proliferation of immature myeloid cells.

The mode of action was recently the subject of a 2009 conference in Munich, Germany, which was subsequently published as series of papers in *Chemico--Biological Interactions* (Vol. 184, Issues 1--2, 2010). The key mode of action events have been described as: (1) metabolism of benzene to benzene oxide, (2) interaction of this metabolite with critical bone marrow cells, (3) initiated bone marrow cells, (4) clonal proliferation of initiated cells and (5) development of leukemia (Meek & Klaunig, 2010).

The critical data gaps described by Meek & Klaunig (2010) include the need for additional perspective on oxidative damage in DNA and other critical cellular macromolecules or cells in humans, as well as how the benzene metabolites interact with cells to induce transformation, and the mechanism for mutation induction. An analysis of concordance between human and animal data suggests that there is good concordance for the hypothesized critical events including the metabolism of benzene to benzene oxide and the clonal proliferaton of mutated cells (Meek & Klaunig, [@b194]). There is a general consensus that the metabolism of benzene has a role in its toxicity (Atkinson, [@b24]; Smith, [@b274]; Snyder, [@b278], [@b279]). But which of the metabolite/metabolites (benzene oxide, phenol, hydroquinone, ttMA, etc., [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) is/are the causative agent(s) is not known. Effects that may occur from these metabolites include covalent binding to critical macromolecules (i.e. proteins and DNA), generation of oxidant species resulting in oxidative stress, impairment of tubulin, histone proteins, topoisomerase II and DNA itself by protein-DNA cross-linking or DNA strand breakage; interference with spindle formation and tubulin function that segregate chromosomes during mitosis; chromosomal abnormalities, particularly chromosome 5 and 7 (Regev et al. [@b240]; Zhang et al., [@b335],[@b336]) which are affected in AML in general (Irons & Stillman, [@b137]) and others (Khan, [@b143]; Smith, [@b274]; Snyder, [@b279]). Some of the metabolites may also interact with one another so that the toxic effect of one is increased. Eastmond et al. ([@b84]) reported that the coadministration of phenol and hydroquinone to mice mimicked the myelotoxicity detected with exposure to benzene.

There is some degree of understanding of the genotoxic potential of key benzene metabolites (Gaskell et al., [@b104],b; Snyder, [@b279]), but a linkage between any specific metabolites and the carcinogenic effect of benzene in rodents or humans has not been elucidated. These include formation of DNA-reactive metabolites, induction of oxidative DNA damage, inhibition of DNA topoisomerase II and interference or damage to mitotic apparatus. Hydroquinone can be oxidized to benzoquinone, which in turn can react with cellular macromolecules, such as tubulin and histones or can lead to the formation of DNA addicts. In addition, catechol and benzenetriol could contribute to the formation of reactive oxygen species. There are also data indicating that the metabolites hydroquinone and benzoquinone are human DNA topoisomerase II inhibitors (Hutt & Kalf, [@b126]; Lindsey et al., [@b173]).

Pharmacokinetic models {#ss19}
----------------------

PBPK models provide the necessary link to translate the key toxicological endpoints (e.g. an external dose-based no observed adverse effect level) to an internal-based biomarker concentration (e.g. blood or urine). This information, therefore, allows derivation of toxicologically-based biomarker concentrations that can be used to evaluate biomonitoring data in a human health risk context. PBPK models incorporate physiological (e.g. blood flow) and biochemical processes (e.g. metabolic rates) to quantitatively describe the absorption, metabolism, distribution and elimination of a chemical. A number of PBPK models have been developed for benzene in animals and humans (Bois et al., [@b44]; Brown et al., [@b51]; Sinclair et al., [@b271]; Travis et al., [@b297]; Yokley et al., [@b332]; and reviewed in ATSDR, [@b25] and VCEEP, [@b307]). In general, these models provide good simulations of benzene disposition in several species following an acute inhaled or ingested acute dose and lactational transfer of benzene in humans. A major limitation is that most of these models do not simulate the fate of metabolites and they have not been evaluated for repeated exposure to benzene. Recently, Hays et al. ([@b120]) evaluated the existing human PBPK models for benzene (Bois et al., [@b44]; Brown et al., [@b51]; Sinclair et al., [@b271]; Travis et al., [@b297]; Yokley et al., [@b332]) in derivation of a blood and urinary-based benzene biomonitoring guidance value termed the biomonitoring equivalent. The authors selected the model of Brown et al. ([@b51]) to estimate blood benzene concentrations because of its simplicity, consistency with human kinetic data and being gender specific accounting for differences in body fat (Hays et al., [@b120]). The parameters used for the model are listed in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}. The approach used by Hays et al. ([@b120]) is used in the "risk assessment" section for the interpretation of blood benzene biomonitoring data. There are currently no PBPK models available to predict urinary benzene; therefore, linear regression equations that relate air benzene concentrations to urinary biomarker concentrations are used to derive biomonitoring guidance values for urinary benzene and a similar approach is used for *S*-phenylmercapturic acid (SPMA).

###### 

Human PBPK model parameters for benzene (reproduced from Brown et al. ([@b51]) with permission from John Wiley & Sons).

  Parameter                                 Male    Female
  ----------------------------------------- ------- --------
  Body weight (kg)                          70      60
  Alveolar ventilation (L/h)                450     363
  Cardiac output (L/h)                      336     288
  *Blood flow fractions (%)*                        
  Liver                                     25      25
  Fat                                       8       8
  Slow perfused (muscle and skin)           28.5    28.5
  Rich perfused (brain, kidney and heart)   38.5    38.5
  *Tissue volume fractions (%)*                     
  Liver                                     2.6     2.3
  Fat                                       20      30
  Slowly perfused                           64      55
  Richly perfused                           6       5
  *Partition coefficients*                          
  Blood/air                                 7.8     8.2
  Liver/blood                               2.95    2.8
  Fat/blood                                 54.5    51.8
  Slow perfused/blood                       2.05    2
  Rich perfused/blood                       1.92    1.8
  *Metabolic constants*                             
  Km -- Michaelis--Menten (mg/L)            0.35    0.35
  *V* ~max~ -- maximum velocity (mg/h)      13.89   19.47

Common Criteria and toxicology/toxicokinetics {#ss20}
---------------------------------------------

The toxicology of benzene has been extensively studied in laboratory animals and in humans and most of the related Common Criteria questions were adequately addressed ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). Because of benzene's volatility, the majority of toxicology data are derived from inhalation exposure studies. The primary toxic effects of benzene in humans are: (1) the suppressive effects on formation of the three main types of blood cells (erythrocytes, leukocytes and thrombocytes) resulting in hematotoxicity and on the immune system; and (2) the development of AML, which are the key endpoints on which regulatory agencies such as the USEPA base their toxicological benchmarks. MDS is also a toxic effect of concern from chronic benzene exposure. However, currently it is not used as a key endpoint by regulatory agencies, since it has only recently been confirmed as a relevant endpoint, and there are few exposure/response studies available.

Although benzene is one of the most extensively studied chemicals in the world from a toxicological standpoint, the mode of action is not completely understood. It is well-known that the metabolism of benzene is required prior to the development of hematotoxicity and cancer, but the actual metabolite(s) that is/are responsible and how the blood cells are affected have not been completely elucidated. The animal data on the toxicity and disposition of benzene have some relevance for human exposure to benzene. The effects of benzene on blood cells and the immune system observed in animals are pertinent to similar observations in humans. Animals are good models to use to study these two toxicological effects that are observed in humans from exposure to benzene. However, only humans have been clearly shown to develop AML from benzene exposure whereas animals develop different types of leukemia and tumors in several organs. Because of these differences in the types of cancer developed between humans and animals exposed to benzene, the animal data may not lend itself to determine the mechanism of action for the carcinogenic effect of benzene in humans. While humans and animals have common metabolic pathways for benzene, there are differences between the preferred pathways, such that different amounts of metabolites, some potentially more toxic than others are formed. Essentially, there does not appear to be an animal model that mimics exactly human metabolism of benzene (Henderson, [@b122]). However, animals are useful to gain a better understanding on how benzene and its metabolites distribute to target organs. Also, animals specifically bred to imitate human polymorphisms in benzene metabolizing enzymes would provide valuable information on the susceptibility to the toxic effects of this compound. In addition, humanized mouse models implanted with tissue-engineered human liver (Chen et al., [@b67]) could potentially develop leukemia following chronic exposure to benzene. Although presently not known, the humanized mice could theoretically metabolize benzene differently than wild-type mice.

For human biomonitoring, ideally the metabolite(s) responsible for benzene's toxic effects would be monitored in blood or urine and related to the adverse health effect. This is not possible for benzene, but there are a number of human PBPK models that provide the linkage between internal-based benzene biomarker concentrations such as benzene in blood and the toxicological endpoints. This information allows derivation of toxicologically-based biomarker concentrations that can be used to evaluate biomonitoring data in a risk assessment context. However, care must be taken when interpreting biomonitoring data for compounds with biological half-life such as benzene since the presence of benzene in blood represents exposure that occurred only recently. In addition, the current PBPK models for humans have limited ability to track metabolites of benzene, and better characterization of the kinetics of the proposed toxic metabolites of benzene, such as benzene oxide, benzoquinones, hydroquinone and muconaldehyde is needed.

Epidemiology {#ss21}
============

As noted in the previous section, there have been a number of epidemiological studies focused on benzene exposure. The results of these studies have been reviewed in many criteria documents (e.g. ATSDR, [@b25]; IARC, [@b128], [@b127]; NTP, [@b217]), which have determined that benzene is a known human carcinogen. A recent IARC working group reviewed over 100 studies on benzene and confirmed that it is carcinogenic, with sufficient evidence for AML (Baan et al., [@b27]). The working group classified the evidence as limited for the following cancers: acute lymphoid leukemia, chronic lymphoid leukemia, multiple myeloma and non-Hodgkin lymphoma. The working group did not comment on the strength of evidence regarding benzene and MDS, although recent studies seem to suggest that it should also be regarded as having at least "limited evidence" (Irons et al., [@b135]; Schnatter et al, [@b262]). Benzene is also a known cause of hematotoxicity as manifested by association with aplastic anemia and effects on circulating blood cell counts.

Benzene and Bradford Hill criteria {#ss22}
----------------------------------

The most widely applied guidelines for assessing causality are those attributed to Bradford-Hill ([@b50]). Benzene-induced carcinogenicity and hematotoxicity satisfy the Bradford-Hill guidelines as follows:Strength of the effect: AML risks have been shown to be several-fold higher than background when there is sufficient benzene exposure (Crump, [@b75]; Hayes et al., [@b119]). Hematotoxicity can be found in marked excess given high levels of benzene (Aksoy et al., [@b4]; Greenburg et al., [@b114]; Yin, [@b330],b). Thus, when benzene exposures are sufficient, strong effects on cancer and hematotoxicity are present.Consistency for effects: Excess AML risks have been shown in the above studies (Crump, [@b75]; Hayes et al., [@b119]) as well as several others for which exposure was high enough to induce an effect (Bond et al., 1986; Sorahan et al., [@b287]; Wong et al., 2010). The consistency of effects is also noted in a review that shows a number of elevated AML risks from studies in more highly exposed industries (Schnatter et al., [@b264]). For hematotoxicity, additional studies reporting an effect for sufficient benzene exposures are Fishbeck et al. (1978). Yardley-Jones et al. (1988), Rothman et al. ([@b251]), Qu et al. ([@b238]), Lan et al. (2004) and Schnatter et al. ([@b263]). The consistency criteria are satisfied for benzene's effect on AML and hematotoxicity.Biologic gradient: This refers to whether a larger effect occurs for higher exposures. It is also known as a monotonic dose--response pattern. Benzene has shown clear dose--response patterns for AML. For example, risks increase from background to 2.0, 9.1 and 82.8 for successive dose groups in Crump ([@b75]); and from background to 1.9, 4.3 and 3.6 for increasing cumulative exposure in Hayes et al. ([@b119]). For hematotoxicity, benzene also displays dose response effect. For example, Kipen et al. (1988, 1989) show white blood cell decrements at above 35 ppm, but not at 15--20 ppm. Lan et al. (2004) show stronger decrements for white blood cells, B-cells, CFU-GM, and other parameters for 10+ ppm exposures. Schnatter et al. ([@b263]) show a higher risk for abnormally low blood count readings for all three major cell parameters (white blood cells, platelets and red blood cells) for exposures of 10 ppm or more versus lower exposures.Biologic plausibility: There is a wealth of research that demonstrates that benzene is metabolized to toxic intermediates and can be further metabolized in the bone marrow, the target organ for the effects noted above. While animal studies have not shown excess AML, benzene induces cancer in other sites (Cronkite et al*.*, [@b73], Farris et al., [@b92]), and is also a demonstrable hematotoxin (Farris et al*.*, [@b93]).Experimental evidence (removal of exposure): Hill also advanced the notion that causality assessment was strengthened when removal of an agent was followed by an absence of the effect under investigation. Interestingly, Silver et al. ([@b270]) report that excess risk steadily declines for development of cancer after exposure to benzene ceases. In fact, the excess of leukemia in pliofilm workers appears to have worn off approximately 10 years after exposure ceases (Silver et al., [@b270], Richardson, [@b241]). Reversibility of hematotoxic effects (Cronkite et al., [@b74]) has also been reported.

Thus, the Bradford-Hill guidelines which have served as a useful framework for determining causal relationships in epidemiological studies support the causality between carcinogenicity and hematotoxicity and exposure to benzene.

Common Criteria and epidemiology {#ss23}
--------------------------------

As described above, the criteria for making reasonable inferences of association of exposure to benzene and causation of toxic effect are supported by the Bradford Hill guidelines ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

Observance of health effects in populations exposed to the agent of concern is germane to design future epidemiologic studies that are able to link biomarkers to health effects (Albertini et al., [@b6]). Reduction of benzene exposures makes it less likely to find frank health effects in current-day populations. A recent series of studies in Shanghai suggest that there still may be health effects in recently exposed populations, although recent efforts to lower exposure (Liang et al., [@b167]) in China make this somewhat speculative.

Irons et al. ([@b135]) reported that MDS patients who were chronically exposed to higher levels of benzene were characterized by abnormal eosinophils, a preponderance of MDS-U (a subtype where peripheral blood cell changes do not parallel lineage abnormalities in the bone marrow), and phagocytosis suggesting an autoimmune response. In addition, Schnatter et al. ([@b263]) reported mild peripheral blood effects for exposure levels exceeding 7 ppm. If similar populations can be identified, more focused studies that link biomarkers with these health effects could be designed. Others (Natelson, 2007) advance the notion that benzene exposures in the west are no longer of a sufficient magnitude to cause AML.

Genetic polymorphisms in the enzymes that metabolize benzene (e.g. CYP2E1) and its metabolites (e.g. NQO, glutathione *S*-transferase, myeloperoxidase) as well as enzymes that repair the oxidative DNA damage inflicted by benzene may have a role in the toxicity of benzene (Chen et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2007; Wan et al., [@b314]; Wu et al., [@b325]). These can affect both biomarkers of exposure and effect (Dougherty et al., [@b81]). Individuals with these polymorphisms may have increased susceptibility to the effects of benzene. For example, in 100 Chinese workers with chronic benzene poisoning, there was a 2.8-fold increased risk for this effect in subjects with the NQO1 609C \> T mutation geneotype as opposed to the heterozygous and wild-type genotypes (Chen et al., 2007). In a review of the literature, Dougherty et al. ([@b81]) report both positive and negative findings for the effect of polymorphisms. This may be due to the complexity of benzene metabolism which translates to a large number of candidate genes, gene products and feedback mechanisms involved in metabolism, elimination and subsequent disease.

Biomarkers/analytical methodology {#ss24}
=================================

A critical aspect of any biomonitoring study is establishing a validated analytical method to detect an analyte in a biological system that has resulted from exposure to a chemical. This analyte is termed a biomarker of exposure. Well characterized and validated analytical methods are essential for developing reproducible data across multiple laboratories and permit assessment of large populations and/or geographical regions. Similarly having a validated biomarker(s) of exposure ensures that exposure to the chemical of interest will be accurately assessed. In addition, it is of paramount importance to identify the most appropriate biomarker(s) of exposure (Albertini et al., [@b6]). An appropriate biomarker of exposure is one that is relevant and valid (WHO, [@b320]). Relevance indicates that the biomarker will impart biological data to risk assessors that will allow them to make a scientifically informed decision of a potential public health concern from exposure to the chemical. Valid indicates the analytical procedures used to detect and quantitate the biomarker are authoritative and the intrinsic characteristics of the biomarker are well characterized (e.g. significance, sensitivity, specificity) (WHO, [@b320]). Ideally, the biomarker will reflect relevant levels of exposure, will provide information on background levels of the chemical, its confounders are identified, and it is linked to an adverse health effect or correlated to concentration at the target organ (WHO, [@b320]).

The selection and analysis of the biomarkers of exposure can be considered in the context of the previously outlined Common Criteria for biomonitoring ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). A number of biomonitoring studies have been conducted over many years that have used different biomarkers. Identifying and quantifying benzene in blood, urine or expired air, or its metabolites in urine are approaches for investigating benzene exposure in humans ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; Johnson et al., [@b139]; Snyder, [@b278]). In addition to benzene and it metabolites, biological adducts of benzene may also be used as biomarkers of exposure (Weisel, [@b318]). For the determination of internal benzene exposure the following approaches are evaluated:benzene in blood, urine and expired air,SPMA in urine,ttMA in urine,phenol in urine,catechol and hydroquinone in urine andDNA and protein adducts in blood.

Benzene {#ss25}
-------

Biomonitoring of benzene illustrates that three different matrices, blood, urine and expired air can be used. There are considerations for using each of these matrices and analytical techniques have been published in peer reviewed analytical journals, and successfully used in a number of studies investigating environmental and occupational exposure to benzene. These analytical methods are sufficiently sensitive to detect benzene in practically all blood, urine and expired air samples collected from people living in countries where benzene exposure occurs. Although dependent on dose, the biological half-life of benzene is approximately 10 h or less (Sabourin et al., [@b255]).

### Analytical methodology {#ss26}

For the determination of benzene in blood, urine and expired air, the analytical techniques are able to detect concentrations in the low part-per-trillion (ng/L) range. For the analysis of blood and urine, dynamic headspace (purge and trap) is generally the technique of choice. For enrichment purposes, the analyte (i.e. benzene) is trapped on solid phases like Tenax or charcoal which, in most cases, are cooled. Thereafter, desorption takes place at higher temperature, and the analyte is transferred to a capillary column for gas chromatographic separation. Similarly, for the analysis of alveolar air, benzene is enriched on a solid phase material and transferred to a capillary column by elevating the temperature of the sorbent. Flame ionization or mass spectrometry (MS) can be used for the detection and quantification of benzene (Angerer et al., [@b17]; Ashley et al., [@b21]; Brugnone et al., [@b52], 1992; Ghittori et al., [@b108]; Hajimiragha et al., [@b116]). In recent years, extraction techniques other than purge and trap, such as solid phase micro-extraction, have been used for the determination of benzene and other volatile aromatic hydrocarbons in blood (Alegretti et al., [@b8]).

These data demonstrate that very sensitive analytical methods exist to measure trace levels of benzene in blood, expired air or urine and that the analytical results are comparable among suitably equipped and highly skilled laboratories in various countries. Nevertheless, no "standardized" analytical methods exist. Furthermore, there is only one external quality assessment scheme applicable to benzene in blood (Angerer et al., 2007); proficiency testing, which assesses the accuracy of laboratories in conducting a particular measurement is not available for the determination of benzene in expired air and in urine.

### Biomarker concentrations {#ss27}

The above analytical methods are sufficiently sensitive to detect benzene in practically all blood, urine and expired air samples collected from people living in industrialized countries. More importantly, the sensitivity of these analytical techniques allows for a differentiation between benzene blood levels of rural and urban inhabitants (Brugnone et al., [@b54]) as well as between smokers and non-smokers (Angerer et al., [@b17]; Ashley et al., [@b22]; Brugnone et al., [@b52]; Hajimiragha et al., [@b116]; Navasumrit et al., [@b208]). Central tendency (i.e. mean, median and geometric mean) blood benzene concentrations for non-smoking general populations generally range from 50 to 200 ng/L and for smokers 100 to 500 ng/L (Angerer et al., [@b17]; Ashley et al., [@b22]; Bergamaschi et al., [@b36]; Brugnone et al., [@b52],b; Carrer et al., 2000; Hajimiragha et al., [@b116]; Kirkeleit et al., [@b150]; Kivisto et al., [@b154]; Kok & Ong, [@b155]; Navasumrit et al., [@b208], 2008; Ong et al., [@b220]; Perbellini et al., [@b228]; Romieu et al., [@b245]). Urinary benzene is similarly useful in determining differences in benzene exposure between urban and rural residents and smokers from non-smokers. Central tendency urinary benzene concentrations for the non-smoking general population generally range from 0.10 to 0.25 µg/L and for smokers 0.20 to 0.80 µg/L (Ayi Fanou et al., [@b26]; Bergamaschi et al., [@b36]; Fustinoni et al., [@b100]; Ghittori et al., [@b108]; Kim et al., [@b145]; Kivisto et al., [@b154]; Kok & Ong, [@b155]; Lagorio et al., [@b157]; Ong et al., [@b220]; Pezzagno et al., [@b231]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b309]). Expired benzene in air is useful in revealing differences in benzene exposure between non-smokers and smokers. Central tendency expired benzene air concentrations for the non-smoking general population generally range from 3 to 32 ng/L and for smokers 14 to 73 ng/L (Brugnone et al., [@b52]; Egeghy et al., [@b86]; Jo & Pack, [@b138]; Menezes et al., [@b201]; Plebani et al., [@b233]; Wallace & Pellizzari, [@b313]). Thus, benzene levels in tobacco smokers and non-smokers are different when measured in expired air, urine and blood. A study by Perbellini et al. ([@b229]) nicely shows this difference. In a non-smoking group of persons non-occupationally exposed to benzene, Perbellini et al. ([@b229]) found median levels of benzene (in ng/L) of 4.8 (alveolar air), 51.2 (blood) and 66.6 (urine). In smokers, the median levels were 8.9 (alveolar air), 153.6 (blood) and 237.7 (urine).

### Conclusion for benzene as a biomarker of exposure {#ss28}

To estimate benzene internal exposure, the determination of benzene in blood is a reliable biomarker of exposure; however, many researchers have used urinary benzene to quantify exposure ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}). Benzene in expired breath has not proven to be a reliable biomarker for assessing benzene exposure. Breath sampling, transportation and storage considerations, contamination, adsorption, losses and lack of standardized methods, among other factors, have thus far precluded a reliable application of this biomarker on a broad scale (Hays et al., [@b120]; Ong & Lee, [@b221]).

###### 

Suitability of benzene biomarkers of exposure.

  Biomarker                Analytical methodology                                                            Sampling issues potentially impacting biomarker interpretation                                                                           Specific for benzene exposure   Endogenous background sources   Exogenous background sources (confounders)[\*](#T3-F1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Suitability for industrial exposure   Suitability for general population
  ------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  Benzene in urine         Head-space GC; SPE--GC--MS                                                        Potential volatilization of benzene from sample; potential contamination from smoking, gasoline, mobile sources, industrial activities   Yes                             None                            None                                                                          Yes                                   Yes
  Benzene in blood         Head-space GC; SPE--GC--MS                                                        Potential volatilization of benzene from sample; potential contamination from smoking, gasoline, mobile sources, industrial activities   Yes                             None                            None                                                                          Yes                                   Yes/no[†](#T3-F2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Benzene in expired air   Head-space GC; SPE--GC--MS                                                        Potential contamination from smoking, gasoline, mobile sources, industrial activities                                                    Yes                             None                            None                                                                          Yes                                   Yes
  *Urinary metabolites*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Phenol                   GC--FID, GC--MS, HPLC--UV, LC--MS--MS                                             None                                                                                                                                     No                              Production by gut flora         Diet, medicine, smoking                                                       No                                    No
  Catechol                 GC--FID, GC--MS, HPLC--UV, LC--MS--MS                                             None                                                                                                                                     No                              Production by gut flora         Diet, smoking                                                                 No                                    No
  Hydroquinone             GC--FID, GC--MS, HPLC--UV, LC--MS--MS                                             None                                                                                                                                     No                              None                            Diet, arbutin, smoking                                                        No                                    No
  SPMA                     LC--MS--MS, GC--MS, HPLC--fluorescence, immunoassay, needs sophisticated GC--MS   Mercapturates are unstable in alkaline urine (freezing or acidification is needed)                                                       Yes                             None                            None                                                                          Yes                                   Yes
  ttMA                     SPE--HPLC, GC--MS                                                                 None                                                                                                                                     No                              None                            Diet (sorbitol)                                                               Yes                                   No

\*Individual smoking habits should be recorded as benzene and its urinary metabolites are derived from tobacco smoke.

†Blood is the standard matrix for the CDC NHANES program; however, the EU prefers not to use invasive sampling if possible.

*S*-phenylmercapturic acid {#ss29}
--------------------------

SPMA derives from the condensation of benzene oxide with glutathione ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). SPMA is generally considered a very specific urinary biomarker of benzene. The mean half-life of SPMA ranges from 9 to 13 h; a second phase of slow elimination has an estimated half-life of about 45 h (Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b49]; van Sittert et al., [@b306]). Since accumulation of SPMA is not probable, SPMA should be considered a biomarker of recent exposure, but not for mid- and long-term exposure to benzene.

### Analytical methodology {#ss30}

Several analytical methods for the determination of SPMA in urine exist. Extraction of SPMA from the urine matrix can be accomplished by liquid--liquid extraction (LLE) with ethyl acetate or by solid phase extraction (SPE). Then, after derivatization (methylation, butylation or silylation), SPMA can be detected by GC (gas chromatography)/MS with LOD generally in the range 1--5 µg/L (Angerer et al., [@b18]; Jongeneelen et al., [@b141]; Stommel et al., [@b289]; van Sittert et al., [@b306]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b310]). A highly sensitive method (LOD ∼60 ng/L) using electron-capture detection after derivatization with pentafluorobenzylbromide has also been reported (Einig et al., [@b89]). A standardized GC/MS approach for the determination of urinary SPMA was published in *Analyses of Hazardous Substances in Biological Materials by the Deutsche Forschungs Gemeinschaft* (DFG ([@b77]), German Research Foundation). Here, SPMA is methylated after extraction with ethyl acetate and subsequently detected by GC coupled to high-resolution MS; the LOD was 1 µg/L.

In addition to the GC approach, several high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) methods in combination with ultraviolet (UV) absorption detection (Inoue et al., [@b130]; Jongeneelen et al., [@b141]), diode array detection (Tharnpoophasiam et al., [@b294]), fluorescence detection (Einig & Dehnen, [@b88]; Maestri et al., 1993) and MS (Maestri et al., [@b183]) or tandem MS (Barbieri et al., [@b30]; Lin et al., [@b170],b; Melikian et al., [@b195],b; Paci et al., 2007) have been developed and successfully applied. In many cases, SPE is used for preconcentrating SPMA from the urine; some methods are designed to determine SPMA and other benzene metabolites in one run. The LODs are often below 1 µg/L, although the most sensitive methods reached LODs of ≤0.2 µg/L (Maestri et al., [@b183]; Melikian et al., [@b196]; Paci et al., 2007). Besides analytical methods, SPMA can also be measured using a sensitive (LOD = 0.2 µg/L) competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Fustinoni et al., [@b100]). Urinary SPMA is part of the German external quality assessment scheme for analyses in biological materials for occupational benzene monitoring (Angerer et al., 2007). This proficiency testing program is conducted twice a year by the German Society of Occupational and Environmental Medicine.

To account for the relatively short half-life of SPMA, 24 h urine samples are preferable to spot samples. This is essential for the assessment of individual exposure. For cross-sectional studies, spot urine samples, preferably first morning voids could be used. First, morning voids are preferable to other spot urine samples since they are collected at about the same time each day for all participants and the results may better correlate with those from 24 h samples (Kissel et al., [@b153]). However, depending on the pharmacokinetics of the chemical, recent data have indicated that first morning void concentrations may overestimate 24 h urine data (Scher et al., 2007). For specimen sampling, plastic containers do not pose any problems. Stability studies in urine have shown that concentrations did not change for at least 1 month if acidified to pH 2 and stored at 4 °C (van Sittert et al., [@b306]). In low-temperature freezers, storage could be done for several months without loss. A critical point in the determination of urinary SPMA is sample handling since there is the potential for conversion of pre-SPMA to SPMA under acidic conditions. Therefore, the amount of measured SPMA may change as a function both of pH and of storage conditions of the urine specimens. However, in the majority of studies, pH was not considered as a critical factor. A recent study (Paci et al., 2007) showed that a previous hydrolysis procedure can increase SPMA urinary concentrations by factors of up to 5 compared to pH 2 condition and up to 100 when no acid treatment is performed.

### Biomarker concentrations {#ss31}

Although SPMA is only a minor (0.01--0.9% of the dose) urinary metabolite of benzene in humans (Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b48], [@b49]; Ghittori et al., [@b107]; Melikian et al., [@b200]; Stommel et al., [@b289]; van Sittert et al., [@b306]), recent analytical approaches are sensitive enough (LOD ≤1 μg/L) to detect exposure to benzene in the non-smoking general population. In studies from several countries, the central tendency of SPMA urinary concentrations ranged from 0.5 to 9 µg/L and 0.3 to 8.9 µg/g creatinine in the non-smoking general population (Aston et al., [@b23]; Ayi Fanou et al., [@b26]; Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b48], [@b49]; Einig et al., [@b89]; Fustinoni et al., [@b99],[@b100]; Ghittori et al., [@b108], [@b107]; Kim et al., [@b145]; Kivisto et al., [@b154]; Maestri et al., [@b182], [@b183]; Melikian et al., [@b196]; Navasumrit et al., [@b207]; Pople et al., [@b235]; Qu et al., [@b237]). In general, non-occupationally exposed smokers show higher SPMA levels in urine (central tendency values ranged from 0.76 to 18 µg/L and 0.3 to 9.9 µg/g creatinine) compared to non-smokers (Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b49]; Einig et al., [@b89]; Fustinoni et al., [@b99]; Ghittori et al., [@b108]; Kim et al., [@b145]; Kivisto et al., [@b154]; Maestri et al., [@b183]; Melikian et al., [@b196]). Moreover, SPMA correlated well with personal exposure to benzene starting from low concentrations (Dor et al., [@b80]) and with urinary concentrations of benzene or other benzene metabolites (Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b48]; Melikian et al., [@b200]).

### Background sources {#ss32}

There are no known endogenous or exogenous sources of SPMA.

### Conclusion for SPMA as a biomarker of exposure {#ss33}

Based on the existing data, the urinary concentration of SPMA is a reliable parameter to determine internal benzene exposures from recent sources even for purposes of environmental medicine ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}). This applies at least for cross-sectional studies comparing the exposure of groups of the population.

*Trans,trans*-muconic acid {#ss34}
--------------------------

ttMA is the oxidized product of *trans,trans*-mucondialdehyde, which results from the oxidative ring opening of benzene ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The excreted amount of ttMA (2--25% of the total benzene uptake) in urine shows an inverse dose relationship (i.e. the higher the dose of benzene, the lower the relative excreted amount of ttMA) (Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b49]; Inoue et al., [@b133]; Yu & Weisel, [@b334]). The half-life of ttMA is estimated to be 5.1 ± 2.3 h (Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b48]; Johnson & Lucier, [@b140]). ttMA is used as a biomarker for occupational benzene exposure for benzene air concentrations of greater than 0.5 ppm (American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH), [@b2]).

### Analytical methodology {#ss35}

For determination of low levels of ttMA, most analytical methods are based on either GC/MS (Bechtold et al., [@b33]; Ruppert et al., [@b253]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b310]; Weaver et al., [@b317]) or HPLC/UV detection (Lee et al., [@b162]; Marrubini et al., [@b188]; Olmos et al., [@b218]; Scherer et al., [@b258]; Serena et al., [@b265]; Shahtaheri et al., [@b268]; Tharnpoophasiam et al., [@b294]; Wiwanitkit et al., [@b323]). Drawbacks of the HPLC/UV methods may be the non-specific detection and the resulting need for a precise chromatographic separation. On the other hand, a limitation of the GC/MS methods is the need for derivatization procedures, which can be an additional source of error. Recently, capillary electrophoresis (Coutrim et al., [@b70]) and LC/MS techniques have been used (Barbieri et al., [@b30]; Lin et al., [@b170]; Marchese et al., [@b187]; Melikian et al., [@b195],b). The sample preparation techniques include mainly LLE or SPE. For LLE, the urine is acidified and ttMA is extracted with an organic solvent (e.g. diethyl ether). Most extractions using SPE techniques rely on (strong) anion exchange sorbent materials. The LLE extract or SPE eluate is evaporated to dryness and reconstituted before derivatization (for GC) or adjusted to a defined volume prior to injection (for HPLC). The LODs range from 0.1 mg/L (e.g. Inoue et al*.*, [@b133]) to 0.005 mg/L (e.g. Lee et al., [@b162]). ttMA is stable in urine over a period of 9 months if stored at −20 °C in the dark (Melikian et al., [@b199]). For application in environmental medicine, the use of the more specific GC/MS and HPLC/MS/MS methods are advisable. A standardized method, mainly applicable to occupational settings, was published by the German Research Foundation (DFG, [@b78]). ttMA is separated from acidified urine by anion exchange chromatography, followed by HPLC/UV detection (LOD = 0.1 mg/L).

For quality assurance, the determination of urinary ttMA in the occupational concentration range is included in a round robin program carried out twice a year by the DGAUM (German Society of Occupational and Environmental Medicine; Institute of Occupational, Social and Environmental Medicine at University Erlangen/Nuremberg, Germany). The Finnish Institute of Occupational Health also offers a round robin for ttMA in the occupational concentration range.

### Biomarker concentrations {#ss36}

The mean or median urinary ttMA concentrations range from 30 µg/g creatinine to 300 µg/g creatinine among non-occupationally benzene exposed populations (Amodio-Cocchieri et al., [@b9]; Fustinoni et al., [@b100]; Kim et al., [@b145]; Melikian et al., [@b200]; Navasumrit et al., [@b208]; Pezzagno et al., [@b231]; Qu et al., [@b237]; Scherer et al., [@b258]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b310]; Weaver et al., [@b316]). Smoking habits significantly influence ttMA levels (Buratti et al., [@b57]; Fustinoni et al., [@b100]; Ghittori et al., [@b108], 1996; Lauwerys et al., [@b160]; Lee et al., 1993; Melikian et al., 1993, 1994; Ong et al., [@b222]; Ruppert et al., [@b253], 1997). Specifically, smokers had 1.4--4.8 times higher urinary ttMA concentrations than non-smokers and a mean additional amount of excreted ttMA of 0.1 mg/g creatinine. On a group basis, urinary ttMA concentrations allow discrimination between smokers and non-smokers. Individuals living near or being in areas with high traffic density can have slightly higher urinary ttMA levels (Amodio-Cocchieri et al., [@b9]; Scherer et al., [@b259]; Weaver et al., [@b317]). In contrast, other researchers found that traffic density did not result in significant differences in urinary levels of ttMA among children from urban and rural areas (Barbieri et al*.*, [@b29]).

### Background sources {#ss37}

Higher than background concentrations of ttMA that are not explained by environmental benzene exposure may partly be due to dietary habits ([Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table"}). ttMA is a metabolite of sorbic acid and sorbates can be present in various foodstuffs at concentrations up to 800 mg/kg (Luck, [@b180]; Ruppert et al., [@b252]; Serrano et al., [@b266]; van Dokkum et al., 1982; Yu & Weisel, [@b334]). For example, dietary supplementation with 500 mg sorbic acid significantly increased the mean urinary ttMA excretion from 0.08 mg/24 h to 0.88 mg/24 h in eight non-smokers although only 0.12% of the sorbic acid dose was excreted in urine as ttMA (Ruppert et al., [@b252]). The authors concluded that a typical dietary intake of 6--30 mg/d sorbic acid accounts for 10--50% of the background ttMA excretion in non-smokers, and for 5--25% in smokers (Ruppert et al., [@b252]). In another study, the mean urinary ttMA concentrations increased 20-fold after the administration of 447 mg sorbic acid in smokers and non-smokers (Pezzagno et al., [@b231]). The authors concluded that only 25% of ttMA can be attributed to benzene and that ttMA is not a sufficiently specific biomarker of low benzene exposure (Pezzagno et al., [@b231]). Furthermore, in the case of occupational coexposure to toluene, ttMA urinary levels were suppressed (Inoue et al., [@b133]). Human genetic factors, primarily polymorphisms in benzene metabolizing enzymes, can influence the levels of ttMA excreted in urine (Gobba et al., [@b111]; Johnson & Lucier, [@b140]; Rossi et al., [@b247]). For example, Gobba et al. ([@b111]) observed a bimodal distribution of urinary ttMA collected from bus drivers. One group was classified as "poor ttMA metabolizers" and the second as "efficient ttMA metabolizers". Efficient "ttMA metabolizers" may be at a higher risk of benzene toxicity because *trans,trans*-mucanaldehyde, the parent of ttMA is myelotoxic.

###### 

Non-benzene sources of benzene urinary metabolites.

  Chemical       Source                                                                Amount                        Reference
  -------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------
  SPMA           No known endogenous or exogenous sources                                                            
  ttMA           Diet (sorbitol) Europe                                                6--30 mg/d                    Ruppert et al. ([@b252])
                 Diet (sorbitol) USA                                                   25 mg/d                       Yu & Weisel ([@b334])
                 Percentage of ttMA in smokers attributed dietary sorbic acid          10--50%                       Ruppert et al. ([@b252])
                 Percentage of ttMA in non-smokers attributed to dietary sorbic acid   5--25%                        Ruppert et al. ([@b252])
  Phenol         Diet and endogenous sources                                           0.2 mg/kg-bw/d                McDonald et al. ([@b190])
                 Mainstream cigarette smoke                                            60--140 µg/cig                Hoffmann & Wynder, ([@b123])
                 Sidestream cigarette smoke                                            1.6--3.0 × mainstream smoke   Hoffmann & Wynder, (1986)
                 Over the counter medicines                                            Not quantified                McDonald et al. ([@b190])
  Catechol       Diet and endogenous sources                                           0.3 mg/kg-bw/d                McDonald et al. ([@b190])
                 Mainstream cigarette smoke                                            100--350 µg/cig               Hoffmann & Wynder ([@b123])
                 Sidestream cigarette smoke                                            0.6--0.9 × mainstream smoke   Hoffmann & Wynder ([@b123])
  Hydroquinone   Diet and endogenous sources                                           0.1 mg/kg-bw/d                McDonald et al. ([@b190])
                 Black and white photographic processing                               Not quantified                McDonald et al. ([@b190])
                 Mainstream cigarette smoke                                            110--300 µg/cig               Hoffmann & Wynder ([@b123])
                 Sidestream cigarette smoke                                            0.7--0.9 × mainstream smoke   Hoffmann & Wynder ([@b123])

### Conclusion for ttMA as a biomarker of exposure {#ss38}

Based on the above findings, although specific and sensitive analytical methods for the determination of ttMA in urine exist, this biomarker specificity is inadequate for the assessment of environmental benzene exposure when dietary sources are present, which is usually the case for western populations ([Table 3 and 4](#t3){ref-type="table"}).

Phenol, catechol and hydroquinone {#ss39}
---------------------------------

In humans, phenol is the primary metabolite of benzene excreted in the urine accounting for 70--88% of the total urinary metabolites ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) (Inoue et al., [@b132]; Kim et al., [@b146]). Both catechol and hydroquinone are formed by enzymatic hydroxylation of the intermediate phenol ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Catechol is also generated from benzene dihydrodiol (Snyder & Hedli, [@b283]). Phenol and its metabolites are conjugated with either sulfate or glucuronic acid. Elimination half-lives have been estimated to be around 13, 15 and 16 h for hydroquinone, catechol and phenol, respectively (Qu et al., [@b237]).

### Analytical methodology {#ss40}

A number of GC and HPLC methods have been described for the determination of phenol in the past 30--40 years (Angerer & Horsch, [@b16]; Weisel, 2010). Non-benzene sources of phenol result in sufficiently high urinary excretion \>0.3 mg/l such that sensitive methods are not required. Phenol excreted in urine, is generally bound to sulfate and glucuronic acid; therefore, mineral acids or enzymes are used for hydrolysis and determination of total urinary phenol. A typical GC procedure for phenol and phenol isomers utilizes a capillary column with flame ionization detector (FID). The urine samples are acidified with sulfuric acid and steam distilled, giving effective hydrolysis and separation of the phenols. The LOD is 0.3 mg/L, which could be lowered further (DFG, [@b77]). Similar methods have been developed using packed columns and a less effective clean up procedure, achieving a LOD of 1 mg/L (IARC, [@b129]). HPLC procedures using reversed phase columns and UV or fluorescence detection have also been used for the determination of phenol in urine. Again steam distillation in combination with hydrolysis is used achieving LODs of 0.5 mg/L (Angerer, [@b12]; Murray & Adams, [@b205]).

After hydrolysis of the urinary conjugates and derivatization by silylation, hydroquinone and catechol can be measured simultaneously using GC coupled with flame ionization (Hotz et al., [@b124]) or mass spectrometric detection (Kim et al., [@b145]; Rothman et al., [@b249]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b310]). Methods based on HPLC with UV detection (Inoue et al., [@b132]), variable-wavelength fluorimetric detection (Lee et al., 1993) and tandem MS detection (Qu et al., [@b237]) have been reported. Most of these analytical methods also include phenol and in some cases additional benzene metabolites (Kim et al., [@b145]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b310]). The sensitivity of these methods is generally sufficient for the determination of urinary levels of catechol and hydroquinone in the non-smoking general population.

### Biomarker concentrations {#ss41}

Reported urinary phenol concentrations (central tendency values) in the general population from countries in Asia and Europe range from 3 to 16 mg/L (Angerer, [@b13]; Ducos et al., [@b83]; Hotz et al., [@b124]; Inoue et al., [@b132]; Kim et al., [@b145],b; Ong et al., 1995, 1996; Qu et al., [@b237]; Stommel et al., [@b289]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b310]).

Mean urinary concentrations of catechol and hydroquinone in non-exposed control groups from Asia and Belgium (non-smokers and smokers) are in the range of 1.3 mg/g creatinine to 7.2 mg/g creatinine and 0.4 mg/g creatinine to 4.3 mg/g creatinine, respectively (Hotz et al., [@b124]; Ong et al., 1995; Qu et al., 2000).

### Background sources {#ss42}

Phenol has a number of non-benzene sources that confound the interpretation of air benzene exposure up to a concentration of approximately 5 ppm (Inoue et al., 1986) ([Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table"}). McDonald et al. ([@b190]) estimate that humans ingest or produce endogenously (through the conversion of proteins such as tyrosine or other simple phenols in the gut) approximately 0.2 mg/kg-body weight (bw) of phenol per day. Phenol is detected in cigarette smoke (Hoffmann & Wynder, 1986), and over the counter medicines have been shown to increase phenol excretion in the urine up to 40-fold (Fishbeck et al., [@b94]; McDonald et al., [@b190]).

Catechol and hydroquinone are present in many foodstuffs and are also formed in the human metabolism of amino acids (Lee et al., 1993) ([Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table"}). Hydroquinone occurs naturally in plants as a glucose conjugate, arbutin (Deisinger et al., [@b76]). McDonald et al. ([@b190]) estimate that humans ingest or endogenously produce 0.3 mg/kg-bw of catechol and 0.1 mg/kg-bw of hydroquinone. Therefore, the base-line excretion of these substances in urine of unexposed persons is relatively high. Furthermore, considerable human exposure to these substances can also result from cigarette smoking (Brunnemann et al., [@b56]; Deisinger et al., [@b76]; Melikian et al., 1993). In particular, smokers were found to have 1.5--2 times higher urinary levels of catechol and hydroquinone compared to non-smokers (Kim et al., [@b145]; Lee et al., 1993). In several studies, unexposed subjects could not be distinguished from workers exposed to low benzene levels by the urinary concentrations of catechol and hydroquinone. Unambiguous elevations in urinary levels of catechol and hydroquinone were observed at benzene air levels of 0.5 ppm or even much higher, respectively, whereas environmental air levels are generally lower than 0.01 ppm (Inoue et al., [@b132]; Kim et al., [@b145]; Lee et al., 1993; Qu et al., [@b237]).

### Conclusion for phenol, catechol and hydroquinone as biomarkers of exposure {#ss43}

Due to their lack of specificity for assessing exposure to benzene, phenol, hydroquinone and catechol are not suitable biomarkers for the assessment of environmental or even occupational benzene exposure ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}). However, with regard to benzene's mechanism of action, metabolism to phenol and other phenolic compounds may be important (see "Mode of action" section).

DNA and protein adducts of benzene {#ss44}
----------------------------------

Electrophilic substances may react with nucleophilic groups in macromolecules such as DNA or protein in the human body, forming an adduct. Adducts with DNA demonstrate the mutagenic potential of a chemical compound. However, most DNA adducts are rapidly repaired and eliminated from the human body (Singh & Farmer, [@b272]). Currently, it is only possible to determine DNA adducts for a limited number of chemicals and to use them as parameters in human biomonitoring (Needham et al., 2007). Furthermore, while the ability to form DNA adducts is one important consideration, where (the gene or genes impacted) the adduct occurs in DNA is even more important. It has been shown for various DNA-reactive compounds that there is a constant ratio between their DNA and hemoglobin adducts. Therefore, it is possible to measure effective, internal exposure of DNA to certain substances by determining the corresponding hemoglobin adducts (Neumann, [@b210]; Osterman-Golkar et al., [@b223]). Smaller hemoglobin adducts do not influence the average lifespan of an erythrocyte (120 d). Therefore, hemoglobin adducts tend to accumulate in the human body and their analytical determination is now routinely possible. Hemoglobin adducts are thought to be ideal surrogates of DNA adducts since, in contrast to DNA, hemoglobin can be isolated in large quantities from small blood samples (Angerer et al., 2007; ECETOC, [@b85]). A further advantage of hemoglobin adducts as biomarkers is that electrophilic intermediates have to pass cell membranes prior to the reaction with hemoglobin in a similar way as required for the formation of DNA adducts. For the latter adducts to occur, the electrophilic intermediates have to cross the nuclear membrane. The stability of the electrophilic intermediates is shown by their ability to cross the membranes similar to DNA-reactive species. Serum albumin adducts, which have a half-life of about 21 d in humans (Rappaport et al., [@b239]), may also be useful indicators for the electrophilic and mutagenic properties of chemical substances. Like the hemoglobin adducts, the reaction of the electrophilic intermediate with serum albumin would first require the intra-cellular formation of the intermediate followed by its permeation across a cell membrane to the blood.

### DNA adducts of benzene {#ss45}

It is well established that benzene is metabolized to reactive intermediates that are able to covalently bind to nucleophilic sites of cellular macromolecules including nucleic acids in DNA. Benzene metabolites that bind to DNA are benzene oxide (Lindstrom et al., [@b174]; Norpoth et al., 1988, 1996), benzoquinones (Gaskell et al., [@b103]; Levay et al., [@b165]; Pongracz & Bodell, [@b234]), hydroquinone (Bodell et al., [@b43]; Gaskell et al., [@b104],b) and muconaldehyde (Bleasdale et al., [@b41]).

In animal experiments, covalent binding of benzene metabolites to DNA, which is generally believed to be an initiating event in benzene carcinogenesis, has been shown to occur in several tissues by radiochemical analyses (Arfellini et al., [@b19]; Lutz & Schlatter, [@b181]; Mazzullo et al., [@b189]; Snyder et al., [@b281],[@b285]; Turteltaub & Mani, [@b299]).

After *in vitro* reaction of deoxyguanosine with *p*-benzoquinone and hydroquinone, deoxyguanosine--benzoquinone adducts have been found and partly characterized (Gaskell et al., [@b104],[@b105]; Jowa et al., [@b142]; Snyder & Hedli, [@b283]; Snyder et al., [@b284]). With ^32^P-postlabeling coupled to HPLC, the 2′-deoxycytidine-3′-phosphate adduct was shown to be the major adduct formed by the reaction of *p*-benzoquinone and DNA. Hydroquinone formed one single detectable deoxyguanosine DNA adduct, which was a minor product of the reaction of DNA with *p*-benzoquinone (Gaskell et al., [@b104],[@b105]).

*In vivo* experiments confirm the formation of DNA adducts in several tissues as well as in leucocytes of mice that were dosed 500 mg/kg benzene i.p. (Li et al., [@b166]). The analysis of DNA from white blood cells shows the same adduct pattern as DNA extracted from bone marrow. After separation of the modified nucleotides with multidimensional thin layer chromatography, one major and one minor adduct was detected (Levay et al., [@b164]). The first experiments using HL-60 cells (a human promyelocytic cell line) verified in co-chromatographic experiments that the DNA adducts with hydroxyquinone were the same as those formed *in vivo* with benzene in bone marrow (Bodell et al., [@b42], [@b43]).

So far, DNA adducts of benzene have not been detected in humans. The covalent binding index of benzene to DNA may be too low to form measurable benzene DNA adduct levels by applying the currently available analytical methods.

### Protein adducts of benzene {#ss46}

The reaction products of benzene oxide with cysteine of hemoglobin and plasma albumin specifically indicate an internal exposure to benzene. The existence of hemoglobin adducts after exposure to benzene was demonstrated in blood samples of mice and rats (Pereira & Chang, [@b230]; Sabourin et al., [@b256]; Sun et al., [@b291]). *S*-phenylcysteine is formed by the reaction of benzene oxide with the sulfhydryl group of cysteine of hemoglobin and serum albumin in animals and humans (Bechtold et al., [@b34],b; Lindstrom et al., [@b175]; Yeowell-O'Connell et al., [@b328]). *S*-(2,5-dihydroxyphenyl) cysteine and *S*-(2,3-dihydroxyphenyl)cysteine, the 1,2- and 1,4-benzoquinone adducts of hemoglobin and albumin are formed in animals and humans by binding of 1,2- and 1,4-benzoquinone to cysteine after exposure to benzene (Melikian et al., [@b197]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b311]).

Several analytical assays for the determination of the adducts of benzene oxide with cysteine of hemoglobin and albumin as well as with N-terminal valine of hemoglobin have been developed, validated, published in the peer reviewed literature, and applied to benzene exposed workers and unexposed control groups. All published methods to determine cysteine adducts of benzene oxide in hemoglobin are GC/MS methods and use a similar procedure following extraction of the globin from the red blood cells and subsequent hydrolysis. Deuterated *S*-phenylcysteine is used as an internal standard. The LOD are 20 pmol/g hemoglobin to 500 pmol/g hemoglobin (Bechtold et al., [@b34]; Hanway et al., [@b117]; Yeowell-O'Connell et al., [@b327], [@b328]). The method by Yeowell-O\`Connell et al. for the determination of cysteine adducts of benzene oxide in hemoglobin was adapted for the determination of the analogous adduct in albumin with a LOD of 54 pmol/g albumin (Lindstrom et al., [@b175]; Yeowell-O'Connell et al., [@b328]).

Melikian et al. developed a method for the determination of 1,4-benzoquinone adducts of hemoglobin. The globin is isolated, hydrolyzed and the benzoquinone adducts are separated by HPLC. After derivatization with acetic anhydride and methanesulfonic acid the samples are again purified by HPLC and subsequently measured by GC/MS (Melikian et al., [@b197]). Another method for the determination of 1,2- and 1,4-benzoquinone adducts of hemoglobin and albumin is described by Waidyanatha et al. The protein is reacted with trifluoroacetic anhydride and methanesulfonic acid and after extraction, the adducts are analyzed by GC/MS in NCI mode with a LOD of 20 pmol/g protein (Waidyanatha et al., [@b311]).

A review on benzene oxide adducts in hemoglobin and albumin has been published by Johnson et al., [@b139]. The cysteine adduct of benzene oxide in hemoglobin was not detected in workers exposed to up to 28 ppm benzene in air, due to the high LOD of 500 pmol/g hemoglobin (Bechtold & Henderson, [@b34]). Improvements of the methods lowered the LOD and allowed the determination of the benzene oxide adduct in cysteine of hemoglobin in controls and workers with a median level of 32 pmol/g globin for the control group and 47 and 129 pmol/g globin for workers exposed to ≤31 ppm and \>31 ppm benzene, respectively, with a significant correlation between the formation of hemoglobin adducts and benzene exposure (Yeowell-O'Connell et al., [@b328]). A follow-up study with a higher number of study subjects (*n* = 87) produced very similar values (Yeowell-O'Connell et al., [@b329]). Studies on benzene oxide--cysteine adducts in albumin showed a correlation between the exposure levels of benzene in air and the formation of these adducts in albumin. Differentiation between exposed workers and controls was possible (Bechtold & Henderson, [@b34]). A study on controls (*n* = 19) and workers exposed to ≤31 ppm (*n* = 7) and \>31 ppm (*n* = 12) benzene, respectively, reported median benzene oxide--cysteine adduct levels of 103, 351 and 2010 pmol/g albumin (Yeowell-O'Connell et al., [@b328]).

Background levels in commercial human proteins were found to be 1.6 nmol 1,2-benzoquinone adduct/g hemoglobin and 0.85 nmol 1,4-benzoquinone adduct/g hemoglobin in hemoglobin and 1.6 nmol 1,2-benzoquinone adduct/g albumin and 8.9 nmol 1,4-benzoquinone adduct/g albumin in albumin (Waidyanatha et al., [@b311]). Problems occurred in further studies on workers exposed to benzene with the previous mentioned method. The derivatized 1,2-benzoquinone adducts in hemoglobin and albumin were unstable and could not be measured reproducibly, due to the lack of a suitable internal standard. The 1,4-benzoquinone adduct in hemoglobin gave irreproducible results as well (Yeowell-O'Connell et al., [@b329]). Therefore, deuterated internal standards of 1,2- and 1,4-benzoquinone adducts were used in an advanced method (Lin et al., [@b169]). Median levels of 1,4-benzoquinone-albumin adducts were determined to be 2110, 5850 and 13 800 pmol/g albumin for controls and workers exposed to ≤31 ppm and \>31 ppm benzene, respectively (Yeowell-O'Connell et al., [@b329]). The high levels of 1,4-benzoquinone adducts in albumin were related to demographics, diet and lifestyle factors in a follow-up study with persons occupationally not exposed to benzene (Lin et al., [@b169]). Among others, the background levels are due to phenol and hydroquinone derived from the diet (McDonald et al., [@b190]). Therefore 1,2- and 1,4-benzoquinone adducts are not specific to benzene exposure (Bader & Angerer, [@b28]).

### Conclusion for DNA and protein adducts of benzene as biomarkers of exposure {#ss47}

To date, DNA adducts of benzene metabolites cannot be used as biomarkers mainly due to the lack of sensitive and specific analytical methods to measure such adducts. In contrast, adducts of benzene oxide with hemoglobin or plasma proteins, regarded as surrogates of the DNA adducts, are potential markers of exposure. Adducts of benzene metabolites other than benzene oxide are diagnostically unspecific. The correlations between air benzene concentrations and blood adduct levels of benzene oxide in investigations of benzene exposed workers and controls suggest that hemoglobin adducts might be diagnostically less sensitive than adducts of plasma proteins, and support the use of protein adducts of benzene oxide as biomarkers. In addition, serum albumin adducts have a relatively long half-life (about 21 d) compared to benzene in blood or urine and SPMA in urine. Unfortunately, the analytical methods for the determination of hemoglobin and plasma protein adducts are not sensitive enough to monitor environmental exposures. Moreover, reproducibility and reliability data of these analytical methods only exist for one laboratory. Taken together, these considerations suggest that the determination of hemoglobin and protein adducts of benzene is not viable for routine use in environmental medicine or as exposure biomarkers.

Common Criteria and biomarkers/analytical methodology {#ss48}
=====================================================

Overall, benzene in blood and urine and SPMA in urine are the most relevant and valid biomarkers (WHO, [@b320]) for interpreting benzene exposure in a risk-based context, and these biomarkers meet most of the Common Criteria questions related to biomarkers/analytical methodology ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). Analytical methodologies for these biomarkers are specific and sensitive enough to evaluate general population exposure to benzene. Laboratory external quality assessment schemes are available to test the proficiency (i.e. an assessment of the accuracy of laboratories in conducting a particular measurement) of measuring benzene in blood and SPMA in urine, but not for benzene in urine. Sampling strategies for most of the identified studies evaluated here included some perspective on lifestyle or occupation that could be confounders or contribute to additional unmeasured sources of benzene. In the studies that measured benzene in blood, the sampling strategy did consider loss of the compound from metabolism and/or volatilization. Some of the studies that used SPMA did consider the stability of this biomarker of exposure as part of the evaluation while other studies did not.

Benzene in blood, urine or expired breath unequivocally indicates the uptake of benzene. However, because of the short half-life of benzene, its concentrations in these biological matrices reflect only recent exposure. Under identical conditions of exposure and because of the lipophilic properties of benzene, its concentration in blood is higher than in urine or expired breath. Therefore, benzene blood levels are diagnostically the most sensitive of these three measures and enable an assessment of background exposure among different population groups. However, blood sampling requires invasive collection methods which may trigger ethical dilemmas. Furthermore, the amount of blood that can be obtained and the frequency of sampling is limited, especially in environmental studies with children and elderly. As a consequence, benzene levels in urine are nowadays being discussed as an alternative to benzene blood levels. Measuring benzene in urine, however, is hampered by possible contamination. Similarly, benzene in expired breath has not proven to be a reliable biomarker for assessing benzene exposure. Breath sampling, transportation and storage considerations, contamination, adsorption, losses, and lack of standardized methods, among other factors, have thus far precluded a reliable application of this biomarker on a broad scale (Hays et al., [@b120]; Ong & Lee, [@b221]).

SPMA is considered to be the most specific metabolite of benzene. To date, there is no other known precursor of SPMA in urine. By contrast, all other metabolites of benzene lack diagnostic specificity and are not suitable for assessing benzene exposure in environmental risk assessment. Moreover, SPMA in urine is a diagnostically sensitive parameter that not only is suitable for assessing benzene background exposure among non-smokers, but also can be used to discriminate between smokers and non-smokers. Because of its longer half-life in urine compared to that of benzene in blood, SPMA reflects a longer window of exposure (e.g. ∼24 h). The drawback of using SPMA as a biomarker is that it is a metabolic detoxification product and does not produce benzene toxicity; therefore, its use for anything other than evaluating potential exposure is limited.

The urinary metabolites ttMA, phenol, hydroquinone and catechol, have non-benzene sources such as the diet and are not useful for determining benzene exposure at air benzene exposure concentrations below 0.2--0.5 ppm for ttMA, 0.5--5 ppm for phenol, 0.5 ppm for hydroquinone and 2 ppm for catechol (ACGIH, [@b2]; Arnold et al., [@b20]; Kim et al., [@b145]; McDonald et al., [@b190]; Weaver et al., [@b316]). However, urinary ttMA is recommended for occupational monitoring by ACGIH and the German Research Foundation and may be useful where dietary background sources will be negligible. When the purpose is to evaluate potential benzene toxicity or evaluating the potential mode of action of benzene, measuring these metabolites may be important; however, it is important to account for the impact of background sources.

While hemoglobin and plasma protein adducts of benzene metabolites are promising biomarkers of exposure because of their longer half-life in the body, unfortunately, they are not sensitive enough to monitor environmental exposures.

General population biomonitoring studies generally do not include considerations of toxicokinetics. In addition, all the studies evaluated here used blood or urine spot samples. This has the potential to either underestimate or overestimate exposure depending upon when the sample was collected relative to when the exposure occurred. Application of a PBPK model can provide some additional perspective. Such a model could provide predictions on the kinetics and tissue levels of benzene metabolites and link biomarker concentrations to adverse effects. Single urine samples could be useful for cross-sectional screening of populations for exposure, while 24 h collections would be more appropriate for assessing individual exposures. Serial measurements of several biomarkers over a longer time frame are probably necessary to understand health effects, although this is not usually feasible.

Risk assessment/risk characterization {#ss49}
=====================================

The wealth of benzene biomonitoring data, PBPK information and toxicity data allows for a robust risk assessment evaluation. Inhalation exposure to benzene occurs on a daily basis since benzene, a volatile solvent, is used as an industrial chemical and is a natural component of petroleum products and tobacco smoke. Because benzene has been classified as a known human carcinogen based upon studies of highly exposed workers (Baan et al., [@b27]), it is generally accepted that exposure to benzene should be minimized (Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b49]). For the general population, exposure to benzene is likely highly intermittent and orders of magnitude lower than the aforementioned studies. Current occupational exposures in the US and Europe are also much lower today since industrial hygiene controls are in place to limit excessive exposure to benzene. In the occupational setting, the measurement of airborne benzene concentrations and biomonitoring are important tools used to manage benzene exposure. Benzene biomonitoring data linked to the benzene occupational standard have been used for over 20 years (ACGIH, [@b1]). Only recently have reliable large-scale benzene biomonitoring data become available for the general population (CDC, [@b63]). In addition, a number of small targeted biomonitoring studies are available. To derive risk estimates for benzene, we considered the Common Criteria related to benzene biomarkers of exposure, PBPK models, toxicity data and biomonitoring guidance values (i.e. human tissue levels equivalent to exposure at defined toxicological/regulatory benchmark concentrations) to compare to general population and worker biomonitoring data.

Relevant toxicology data {#ss50}
------------------------

The major portion of the toxicology data in humans are from inhalation studies, which is the most relevant exposure route in humans. These are primarily occupational exposure studies from the manufacture and use of benzene. While benzene has acute toxicities, the adverse health effects that most likely affect people are from chronic exposure. These include hematotoxicity, with the most severe non-cancer effect being aplastic anemia and cancer primarily in the form of AML. For the "Risk characterization" section, the key toxicological studies used by US and European Union (EU) government authorities for cancer and non-cancer endpoints are considered ([Table 5](#t5){ref-type="table"}) for derivation of biomonitoring guidance values and comparison to biomonitoring data.

###### 

Air exposure levels corresponding to toxicological endpoints for the general public.

  Agency/guideline                            Critical effect                         Endpoint                                                    Uncertainty factor   Guideline value                      Reference
  ------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------
  *Non-cancer*                                                                                                                                                                                              
  USEPA RfC                                   Decreased lymphocyte count in workers   BMCL = 8.2 mg/m^3^                                          300                  3 × 10^−2^ mg/m^3^                   USEPA ([@b302])
  EU risk assessment report                   Decreased lymphocyte count in workers   NOAEC = 3.2 mg/m^3^                                         None                 3.2 mg/m^3^                          European Chemicals Bureau ([@b90])
  *Cancer*                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  USEPA                                       Leukemia in workers                     Low-dose linearity utilizing maximum likelihood estimates   Not applicable       1 × 10^−5^ risk (1.3--4.5 µg/m^3^)   USEPA ([@b302])
  European Commission Air Quality Standards                                                                                                                            5 µg/m^3^                            <http://ec.europa.eu/environment/air/quality/standards.htm>

BMCL = the 95% lower bound on the benchmark concentration. NOAEC = no observed adverse effect concentration.

Relationship between the biomarker of exposure and known human health effect {#ss51}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ideally the biomarker of choice would directly correlate with a known human health effect; thereby, allowing a direct comparison of exposure to toxicity and potential risk. As described earlier, many of the biomarkers of benzene exposure are likely responsible for known human health effects such as AML and hematotoxicity, since it is generally agreed that benzene must be metabolized to exert effects (Andrews et al., [@b11]; Ross, [@b246]; Valentine et al., [@b304]). Thus, conversion of benzene to metabolites and the action of these metabolites is necessary for toxicity. However, the precise metabolites responsible for effect remain elusive, and many have proposed that a combination of metabolites is likely to be responsible for toxic effects (Medinsky et al., [@b193]; Snyder & Hedli, [@b283]; Witz et al., [@b322]).

The two most studied health effects of benzene in humans are hematotoxicity and cancer, specifically leukemia. Leukemia, especially AML, is a rare chronic disease that is thought to result from multiple and interacting environmental and genetic components, likely experienced over years (Linet et al., [@b177]). Thus, linking benzene exposure biomarkers to leukemia outcomes is difficult at best, since large population sizes and serial biomarker exposures over time would be the preferred approach. Furthermore, there would need to be an initial genetic characterization of that population to identify potential genetic factors that might increase susceptibility. This would necessitate a number of privacy and ethical considerations. No such studies have been reported, and it may be fortuitous if a single measurement of a benzene biomarker correlates with leukemia.

Since hematotoxicity can be a more prevalent outcome than leukemia as a result of benzene exposure, and hematotoxicity may not require years of exposure, some authors have attempted to link biomarkers of benzene to such effects in humans. Rothman et al. ([@b251]), who found significant decreases in white blood cells, lymphocytes, and increases in mean corpuscular volume in Chinese benzene workers, also examined these indices against phenol, ttMA, hydroquinone and catechol measurements in urine. Lymphocytes were significantly related to only hydroquinone, while mean corpuscular volume was significantly increased for higher levels of hydroquinone, ttMA and catechol, but not phenol. Also, Qu et al. ([@b238]) reported significantly decreased red blood cells, white blood cells and neutrophils for increases in phenol, SPMA, ttMA and albumin adducts. Slightly stronger relationships were seen for neutrophils, although Qu et al. ([@b238]) note that correlation coefficients were small, and none of the exposure markers predicted a further depression in blood counts, beyond what was predicted from benzene air concentrations.

Overall, there is no convincing evidence that a single exposure biomarker of benzene is strongly related to frank disease such as pancytopenia, aplastic anemia, MDS or AML. Some studies have attempted to link milder indices of hematotoxicity to single exposure biomarkers, although it is more likely that there is a complex relationship to a combination of exposure biomarkers and early benzene-induced disease. Therefore, the valid biomarkers of exposure detailed above (benzene in blood and urine and SPMA in urine) will be used for evaluating benzene exposure. However, ideally the combination of biomarkers that relate to disease will need to be identified before specific blood levels of benzene can be evaluated in the context of disease.

Pharmacokinetic data {#ss52}
--------------------

As described in the "Pharmacokimetics models" section, there are a number of existing human PBPK models for benzene (Bois et al., [@b44]; Brown et al., [@b51]; Sinclair et al., [@b271]; Travis et al., [@b297]; Yokley et al., [@b332]). The approach by Hays et al. ([@b120]) that applied the PBPK model of Brown et al. ([@b51]) to derive a Biomonitoring Equivalent value for benzene in blood is used here. The model parameters are listed in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}.

Benchmarks {#ss53}
----------

### General population benchmarks {#ss54}

#### Non-cancer endpoints {#ss55}

The USEPA RfC for chronic inhalation exposure of benzene is 3 × 10^−2^ mg/m^3^ (0.009 ppm) (USEPA, [@b302]). This value is based on benchmark dose modeling of data of decreased lymphocyte count in highly exposed workers (Rothman et al., [@b251]). The lower bound 95th percentile benchmark concentration (BMCL) is 8.2 mg/m^3^ (2.6 ppm). An overall uncertainty factor of 300 is applied to the BMCL to derive the RfC. The European Chemicals Bureau risk assessment derived a no observed adverse effect concentration of 3.2 mg/m^3^ (1 ppm) based upon decreased lymphocyte count in workers (European Commission Joint Research Center Institute for Health and Consumer Protection, [@b90]). The USEPA RfC is used here to determine the biomonitoring guidance value and comparison to biomonitoring data.

#### Cancer endpoints {#ss56}

The USEPA classifies benzene as a Group A (known human) carcinogen for all routes of exposure. This characterization is based upon significantly increased risk of leukemia in highly exposed workers and is supported by evidence from animal studies. The USEPA inhalation unit risk for an increase in lifetime risk for an individual exposed for a lifetime to 1 µg/m^3^ benzene in air ranges from 2.2 × 10^−6^ to 7.8 × 10^−6^ (USEPA, [@b302]). For a calculated risk level of 1 × 10^−5^, this translates to a concentration range 1.3 to 4.5 µg/m^3^. Since benzene has been classified as a Category 1 carcinogen (known human), the EU assumes no safe level of exposure; however, an Air Quality Standard of 5 µg/m^3^ for benzene has been set (Directive 2008/50/EC), which is similar to the upper range of the USEPA air concentration corresponding to a calculated risk level of 1 × 10^−5^. The average (2.9 µg/m^3^, 0.0009 ppm) of the concentration range corresponding to a calculated risk level of 1 × 10^−5^ is used here to determine the biomonitoring guidance value.

### Occupational benchmarks {#ss57}

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration TWA and the EU Indicative Occupational Exposure Level for benzene is 3.2 mg/m^3^ (1 ppm). The ACGIH threshold limit value (TLV) is 0.5 ppm. ACGIH derived Biological Exposure Indices (BEI) of 25 µg SPMA/g creatinine and 500 µg ttMA/g creatinine (post-shift sampling) that correspond to the TLV. The MAK committee of the German Research Foundation does not derive BAT (biological tolerance value for occupational exposures) or MAK (maximum concentration at the workplace) values out of the principle that no exposure to established human carcinogens can be "acceptable" or "tolerated". Instead, so-called EKA (exposure equivalents for carcinogenic working substances) values are derived, which allow estimation of the resulting concentrations of benzene blood, urinary SPMA or urinary ttMA exclusively due to uptake of benzene by inhalation (DFG, 2007). The BEI values relating to the ACGIH TLV of 0.5 ppm will be used for this assessment.

Risk characterization {#ss58}
---------------------

For risk characterization, the biomarkers of exposure (i.e. benzene in blood, benzene in urine and urinary SPMA) were related to toxicological/regulatory benchmarks to derive a biomonitoring guidance value for each biomarker to compare to the biomonitoring data for the general population.

For blood benzene, the biomonitoring equivalent value (Hays et al., [@b120]) relating to the USEPA non-cancer and cancer endpoints was used. For the non-cancer endpoint, Hays et al. ([@b120]) derived a human equivalent point of departure of 4400 ng/L giving a final biomonitoring equivalent value of 150 ng/L (accounting for intra-species uncertainty and database completeness). The Biomonitoring Equivalent value corresponding to 1 × 10^−5^ theoretical cancer risk ranged from 5.8 ng/L to 20.4 ng/L; the average value of 13.1 ng/L is used for this assessment.

To relate urinary benzene and SPMA measurements to toxicological/regulatory benchmarks, the same approach outlined for the ACGIH BEI for benzene is used here whereby published linear regression equations that relate urinary biomarker concentrations to air concentrations were used ([Table 6](#t6){ref-type="table"}). This was done by determining the urinary concentration that relates to either the non-cancer or cancer benchmark for each regression equation. The average value derived from the regression lines for benzene or SPMA was used for comparison to the biomonitoring data. In effect, this approach "models" the expected internal dose (biomarker concentration) from a measured external dose (air concentration) similar to a PBPK model. The non-cancer USEPA RfC value of 0.009 ppm falls at the lower end of the exposure range covered by the regression equations ([Table 6](#t6){ref-type="table"}). It was necessary to extrapolate below the exposure range to derive the urinary values that relate to the 1 × 10^−5^ theoretical cancer risk. For urinary benzene, 0.24 µg/L ± 0.15 (average ± standard deviation) and 0.06 µg/L ± 0.04 correspond to the air benzene concentration equivalent to the USEPA RfC and 1 × 10^−5^ theoretical cancer risk, respectively. Hays et al. ([@b120]) recently derived a similar value of 0.16 µg/L corresponding to the USEPA RfC. Since a PBPK model for urinary benzene is not available, Hays et al. ([@b120]) used the regression equation of Perbellini et al. ([@b229]) that established the relationship of blood benzene to urinary benzene. For urinary SPMA, 2.2 µg/g creatinine ± 2.4 (average ± standard deviation) and 0.7 µg/g creatinine ± 0.7 correspond to the air benzene concentration equivalent to the USEPA RfC and 10^−5^ theoretical cancer risk, respectively.

###### 

Published regression models comparing airborne benzene concentrations with urinary benzene and SPMA concentrations.

  Equation                                                              Exposure group                              *n*   Exposure range (ppm)   *p* Value, *r*               Reference
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ----- ---------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------
  *Urinary benzene (uB)*                                                                                                                                                      
  log uB (ng/L) = 1.4 + 0.65 × log \[benzene (µg/m^3^)\]                Chemical and service stations               110   0.02--4.1              *p* \< 0.0001, *r* = 0.559   Ghittori et al. (1993)
  log uB (ng/L) = 0.645 × log \[benzene (ppm)\] + 3.974                 Chemical industry                           124   0.01--0.5              *p* \< 0.0001, *r* = 0.54    Ghittori et al. ([@b108])
  log uB (nmol/L) = 0.64 log \[benzene (ppm)\] + 1.49                   Shoe factory workers                        42    0.12--68               *p* \< 0.01, *r* = 0.5       Ong et al. ([@b219])
  ln uB (ng/L) = 0.42 × ln \[benzene (ppm)\] + 7.72                     Service stations                            9     0.03--0.11             Not available                Lagorio et al. ([@b157])
  ln uB (µg/L) = 0.2 + 0.71 × ln \[benzene (ppm)\]                      Benzene used as a solvent                   37    0.85--332              *p* \< 0.0001, *r* = 0.72    Waidyanatha et al. ([@b309])
  ln uB (nmol/L) = 5.42 + 0.886 × ln \[benzene (ppm)\]                  Shoe factory workers                        228   0.15--88.9             *r* = 0.65                   Kim et al. ([@b145])
  *Urinary SPMA*                                                                                                                                                              
  ln SPMA (mg/L) = −1.85 + 0.604 ln \[benzene (ppm)\]                   Benzene used as a solvent                   86    0.016--329             Not available                Waidyanatha et al. ([@b310])
  log SPMA (µg/g cr.) = 1.644 + 0.712 × log \[benzene (ppm)\]           Chemical industry                           145   0.01--21.1             *p* \< 0.0001, *r* = 0.74    Ghittori et al. ([@b107])
  log SPMA (µg/g cr.) = 0.657 × log \[benzene (ppm)\] + 1.592           Chemical industry                           123   0.01--0.5              *p* \< 0.0001, *r* = 0.63    Ghittori et al. ([@b108])
  log \[benzene (mg/m^3^)\] = 0.782 × log SPMA (µmol/mol cr.) − 0.518   Chemical manufacturing and oil refineries   58    0.01--100              *p* \< 0.0001, *r* = 0.885   Boogaard & van Sittert ([@b49])
  SPMA (µg/g cr.) = 0.05 × \[benzene (µg/m^3^)\] + 1.0387               Traffic policemen                           206   0.00003--0.02          0.0001, *r* = 0.35           Bono et al. ([@b46])
  SPMA (µg/g cr.) = −0.15 + 0.067 × \[benzene (ppb)\]                   Gas station attendants                      70    up to 0.107            \<0.01, *r* = 0.673          Inoue et al. (2001)

Biomonitoring data of benzene in blood and benzene and SPMA in urine for adult smokers and non-smokers were compared to the benchmarks described above. Data were used if the biomarker was detected in \>50% of adult subjects. Where applicable, non creatinine corrected data were corrected using the U.S. population mean creatinine value of 1.38 g/L for ages 30--39. In general, for the non-smoking general population and the urban worker, the major source of benzene exposure is inhalation of vapors from petroleum products and automobile exhaust. Since these exposures can be intermittent, vary over time, and benzene and its metabolites are short-lived in the body, temporal (daily/weekly) variability of biomarker concentrations within individuals is expected (Hays et al., [@b120]; Sexton et al., [@b267]). Spot urine or blood sampling only reflect a "snapshot" concentration, and individuals with concentrations in the upper end of the population distribution likely reflect short-term peak exposures. Therefore, population central tendency concentrations are more likely representative of long-term average exposures and are more appropriately compared to biomonitoring guidance values based upon chronic toxicity benchmarks that assume long-term steady state exposure (Hays et al., [@b120]; Kirman et al., [@b151]).

### General population exposure {#ss59}

#### Blood benzene {#ss60}

The CDC ([@b63]) recently published biomonitoring data of benzene in blood. The CDC study is a stratified representative sample of the USA. It evaluated individuals 20--59 years of age in 2001--2002 and 2003--2004. In general, there were not any substantial differences between the two groups. The 50th percentile values were 30 ng/L and 27 ng/L, respectively. As expected, smokers (median = 110 ng/L) had much higher benzene exposure compared to non-smokers where greater than 50% of non-smokers did not have benzene detected in their blood (LOD = 24 ng/L) (Kirman et al., [@b151]). CDC also surveyed potential exposure to cigarette smoke and petroleum products. Exposure of the general US population to second-hand smoke and gasoline vapors or diesel exhaust results in higher blood benzene concentrations compared to the non-exposed population ([Table 7](#t7){ref-type="table"}). However, the median values for all these groups are below the estimated blood benzene concentration related to the USEPA RfC for benzene (150 ng/L).

###### 

CDC biomonitoring data for benzene in blood (ng/L).

                                                                                                                           Sample size   50th percentile
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------- -----------------
  Ages 20--59 years[\*](#T7-F1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                       1345          27
  Smokers[†](#T7-F2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                  316           110
  Non-smokers[†](#T7-F2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                              874           \<LOD (24)
  Blood benzene concentration corresponding to self-reported exposure in NHANES database[‡](#T7-F3){ref-type="table-fn"}                 
  Second-hand smoke                                                                                                        721           50
  No second-hand smoke                                                                                                     740           17
  Pumped gasoline                                                                                                          715           29
  Did not pump gasoline                                                                                                    747           25
  Breathe diesel exhaust                                                                                                   133           39
  Did not breathe diesel exhaust                                                                                           1327          27

\*CDC ([@b63]).

†Kirman et al. ([@b151]).

‡<http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/nhanes_questionnaires.htm/>

The central tendencies of blood benzene concentrations from several targeted random studies of non-occupationally exposed individuals (Ashley et al., [@b22]; Bergamaschi et al., [@b36]; Brugnone et al., [@b52],[@b53]; Carrer et al., [@b61]; Hajimiragha et al., [@b116]; Kirkeleit et al., [@b149],b; Kivisto et al., [@b154]; Kok and Ong, [@b155]; Lin et al., [@b172]; Navasumrit et al., [@b208], [@b207]; Ong et al., [@b220]; Perbellini et al., [@b228], [@b229]; Romieu et al., [@b245]) were plotted with the results from CDC NHANES studies (Ashley et al., [@b22]; CDC, [@b63]; Lin et al., 2007) and compared to the benzene biomonitoring equivalent value relating to USEPA RfC and cancer slope factor ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). These studies represent individuals from North America, Europe and Asia.Figure 3.Reported blood benzene concentrations (central tendency) for the general population compared to the benzene biomonitoring equivalent value based upon USEPA non-cancer and cancer benchmarks. Each bar represents a separate exposure population.

The majority of non-smoking study groups had central tendency values below the benzene biomonitoring equivalent value (150 ng/L) releated to non-cancer effects, whereas almost the entire smoking group exceeded this level ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the values for non-smokers (43--312 ng/L) and smokers (153--702 ng/l) are well below the blood level that relates to the USEPA RfC point of departure of 4400 ng/L. All the central tendency values were above the blood level that relates to the air concentration at the calculated risk level of 1 × 10^−5^.

#### Urinary benzene and SPMA {#ss61}

Similar trends are seen for urinary benzene (Ayi Fanou et al., [@b26]; Bergamaschi et al., [@b36]; Fustinoni et al., [@b99],[@b100]; Ghittori et al., [@b108]; Kim et al., [@b145]; Kivisto et al., [@b154]; Kok & Ong, [@b155]; Lagorio et al., [@b157]; Maestri et al., [@b182]; Ong et al., [@b220]; Pezzagno et al., [@b231]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b309]) and SPMA (Aston et al., [@b23]; Ayi Fanou et al., [@b26]; Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b49]; Crebelli et al., [@b71]; Einig et al., [@b89]; Fustinoni et al., [@b99]; Garte et al., [@b102]; Ghittori et al., [@b108], 1999; Hotz et al., [@b124]; Kim et al., [@b145]; Kivisto et al., [@b154]; Maestri et al., [@b182], [@b183]; Melikian et al., [@b196], [@b200]; Navasumrit et al., [@b207]; Pople et al., [@b235]; Stommel et al., [@b289]; Waidyanatha et al., [@b310]) biomonitoring data from North America, Europe, Asia and Africa ([Figures 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the urinary benzene and SPMA concentrations for smokers were generally higher than for non-smokers. The comparisons in [Figures 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} should be evaluated with care because of the variability across the regression lines and the need to extrapolate below the range of measured exposure levels when deriving the urinary values corresponding to the air concentrations related to the USEPA RfC and 10^−5^ excess cancer risk level.Figure 4.Reported urinary benzene concentrations (central tendency) for the general population compared to the urinary concentration related to USEPA non-cancer and cancer benchmarks. Each bar represents a separate exposure population. Figure 5.Reported urinary SPMA concentrations (central tendency) for the general population compared to the urinary concentration related to USEPA non-cancer and cancer benchmarks. Each bar represents a separate exposure population. NA = North America and ND = not defined.

#### Biomarker levels and air exposure concentrations {#ss62}

As described in [Figure 1(A)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and (B), benzene ambient air monitoring data indicate that the average exposure concentrations in the USA and Europe range between 0.3 and 20 μg/m^3^. A comparison of the data in [Figures 3--5](#f3 f4 f5){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the majority of central tendency biomarker concentrations for non-smokers relate to air concentrations within this range, and virtually all the biomarker data for smokers are above this range. This is expected for the smoking populations. Likely causes of the apparent increased exposure for some of the non-smoking populations would include exposure to mobile sources, petroleum products and second-hand smoke.

For the general population, benzene biomarkers of exposure in non-smoking reference populations are generally consistent with the ambient background exposure levels, taking into account the location and the amount of smoking that occurs, and biomarkers of exposure for some reference populations, especially smokers, indicate that benzene exposure may exceed established regulatory benchmarks.

### Urban worker exposure {#ss63}

Urinary SPMA and ttMA concentrations for urban workers (i.e. those that are exposed to benzene indirectly during their job tasks (e.g. taxi drivers, gasoline attendants, traffic policemen, temple workers burning incense)) were compared to the corresponding ACGIH BEI value corresponding to the ACGIH TLV of 0.5 ppm ([Figures 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). The central tendency values for SPMA (Ayi Fanou et al., [@b26]; Barbieri et al., [@b30]; Bono et al., [@b46]; Carrieri et al., [@b62]; Crebelli et al., [@b71]; Manini et al., [@b185], [@b186]; Navasumrit et al., [@b207]) and ttMA (Barbieri et al., [@b30]; Carrieri et al., [@b62]; Chanvaivit et al., [@b65]; Crebelli et al., [@b71]; Manini et al., [@b185], [@b186]; Navasumrit et al., [@b207]; Violante et al., [@b308]) are well below the ACGIH BEI (with the exception of ttMA for temple workers exposed to incense burning; Navasumrit et al., [@b207]), and are generally in the same range as for the general population shown in [Figure 5](#f3 f4 f5){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 6.Reported urinary SPMA concentrations (central tendency) for urban workers compared to the ACGIH BEI. Each bar represents a separate exposure population. ND = not definded. Figure 7.Reported urinary ttMA concentrations (central tendency) for urban workers compared to the ACGIH BEI. Each bar represents a separate exposure population. ND = not definded.

### Industrial worker exposure {#ss64}

In the USA and Western Europe, industrial workers are primarily exposed to benzene in occupations that produce/process benzene or use benzene as an intermediate for the manufacture of other chemicals (VCEEP, [@b307]). Benzene exposure is tightly controlled and air monitoring is extensively used to ensure exposure is below appropriate industrial hygiene guideline values. Biomonitoring data is also used in this regard, and a limited number of studies have been published (Boogaard & van Sittert, [@b49]; Kirkeleit et al., [@b149],[@b150]; van Sittert et al., [@b306]). In other parts of the world such as Asia and Eastern Europe, where occupational benzene exposure is not as tightly controlled, worker biomonitoring data demonstrates exposure above 1 ppm (Garte et al., [@b102]; Kim et al., [@b145],b; Kivisto et al., [@b154]; Lin et al., [@b168]; Panev et al., [@b226]; Rothman et al., [@b249]).

Common Criteria and risk assessment/risk management {#ss65}
---------------------------------------------------

The available toxicology and PBPK data for benzene met most of the data requirements for the Common Criteria and allowed a risk assessment evaluation of the biomonitoring data ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). While the exact mode of action is not known and the key metabolite(s) responsible for benzene's effects have not been conclusively identified, the available data did allow a linkage between the key toxicological benchmarks derived by governmental agencies (e.g. based upon a decrease in lymphocyte count and AML) to an internal-based biomarker concentration (i.e. benzene in blood and urine and SPMA in urine), and biomonitoring guidance values were compared to existing benzene biomonitoring data. Similar to the governmental toxicological benchmarks, the biomonitoring guidance values, such as the biomonitoring equivalent determined for benzene, are risk management tools used for priority setting, identifying additional research needs and evaluating if exposure to a particular chemical needs to be controlled (Hays et al., [@b120]). A number of considerations should be taken into account when evaluating benzene biomonitoring data: (1) the short half-life of benzene and metabolites in the body; (2) the temporal intra-individual variability of benzene and metabolites; (3) the comparison of spot blood and urine samples to chronic toxicological benchmarks and (4) the conservative nature of the toxicological benchmarks (Hays et al., 2012). It is clear from the biomonitoring data that smoking is one of the main contributors to benzene exposure, and exposures to the non-smoking general population appear to be consistent with the level expected from benzene exposure in ambient air. Considering the above factors, in general, a biomarker level that is less than the biomonitoring guidance value would indicate acceptable exposure levels with little need for risk management considerations. While levels above the biomonitoring guidance value do not necessarily indicate an increased risk of harm, the exceeded value may act as an indicator to public health officials that additional risk management activities are necessary. For benzene, governmental agencies and industry have been working for decades to lower benzene exposures by decreasing the content in gasoline, reducing automobile emissions, removing benzene from consumer products and by recommending that individuals stop smoking. Currently, there is little trend data for benzene biomonitoring data (CDC's ([@b63]) data indicates a slight decrease in the blood benzene median value for the US population from 30 to 27 ng/L for the years of 2001--2004), but air quality monitoring in the US indicate average ambient air benzene concentrations have decreased 66% percent from 1994 to 2009 (USEPA, 2010).

Summary and conclusions {#ss66}
=======================

The Common Criteria provided a robust framework to evaluate benzene biomonitoring data in a risk-based context. Most of the Common Criteria were "satisfied". There are relatively robust datasets for exposure, well characterized and validated analytical methods for benzene and metabolites in blood and/or urine, an extensive toxicology and epidemiology dataset, and several PBPK models of benzene have been developed. These data enabled a linkage between the key toxicological endpoints (i.e. a decrease in lymphocyte count and AML) to an internal-based biomarker concentration (i.e. benzene in blood and urine and SPMA in urine). This information; therefore, allows derivation of toxicologically-based biomarker concentrations that can be used to evaluate biomonitoring data in a risk assessment context.

However, some key data gaps were identified through the Common Criteria framework. Probably the biggest data gap is the lack of knowledge of the mechanism of action for benzene. Several hypotheses have been advanced, and a mode of action of key events has been proposed by Meek & Klaunig (2010). While it is generally agreed that the metabolism of benzene is required for the major toxicities of benzene to develop (i.e. hematotoxicity and cancer), the actual metabolite that is responsible for this event is not known, and may actually involve more than one, and they may also interact. Moreover, a better understanding of the dose at the target tissue is needed. This can be accomplished and has been done to some extent in animal models, but not with humans. Studies that correlate dose of benzene or more preferably its metabolites to target tissues such as bone marrow, to effect on tissue function would be beneficial. Unfortunately, while animals do develop tumors from exposure to benzene, these are unlike the type of cancer that develops in humans. Therefore, another need to understand the mechanism of action of benzene is an animal model that will develop MDS and/or AML, as do humans from the exposure benzene. With better information on the actual active benzene metabolite(s), more detailed PBPK models could make more confident predictions of dose to target tissue. To accomplish this, several benzene metabolites may need to be monitored simultaneously. Although this may be possible at high doses in animals models, it would be problematic to translate this to humans at current general population or occupational exposure levels since the contribution of these metabolites (i.e. phenol, hydroquinone, catechol) from benzene is overwhelmed by other sources (e.g. diet) (Arnold et al., [@b20]; Johnson et al., [@b139]). In addition, these metabolites are short-lived, while health effects can take weeks (peripheral blood effects), months (reduced bone marrow function) or years (MDS or AML) to become apparent. Thus, metabolites would need to be monitored serially over long time frames, which is resource intensive. Thus, more research is needed on whether biomarkers of benzene exposure can predict early, key events. Longer term research is needed to link these possible key events with long-term health effects, but it will probably be impractical to use biomonitoring in these longer term studies, unless a very quick, inexpensive, sensitive, specific, non-invasive method is developed.

Another important limitation when evaluating benzene biomonitoring data is the relatively short biological half-life of the biomarkers of exposure. These biomarkers reflect only very recent exposure, and serial sampling indicates there is significant daily/weekly intra-individual variability (Sexton et al., [@b267]). Central tendency biomarker concentrations were used in this assessment for comparison to derived risk-based biomonitoring guidance values. This assumes that individuals at the upper end of the distribution experience short-term peak exposures, and their exposure will mirror the central tendency over time. This could be confirmed by serial resampling of individuals at the upper end of the distribution (Hays et al., [@b120]; Kirman et al., [@b151]). To overcome the limitation of the short half-life of blood benzene and urinary benzene and SPMA, hemoglobin and plasma protein adducts of benzene metabolites are promising biomarkers of exposure because of their longer half-life in the body; unfortunately, they are not sensitive enough to monitor environmental exposures.

Although information on the mechanism of action and the ultimate chemical moiety responsible for benzene's toxic effects are lacking, there is adequate information available to evaluate benzene biomonitoring data from a risk assessment standpoint. Comparison of the biomarker (i.e. blood benzene and urinary benzene and SPMA) central tendency values to biomonitoring guidance values gave fairly consistent results. For the general population, central tendency values for non-smokers are generally below or slightly elevated above the estimated blood benzene biomarker level corresponding to the USEPA RfC. Biomarkers of exposure for smokers and some reference populations exceed these levels. For non-smokers, exposures to second-hand smoke, gasoline products or automobile exhaust are the main sources of benzene exposure. All biomarker central tendency levels were above the level consistent with a benzene air concentration at 10^−5^ theoretical cancer risk. Overall, biomarker central tendency levels are generally consistent with the level that would result from ambient air exposure to benzene. Confidence in the blood benzene biomonitoring guidance value is fairly high since it was derived based upon a validated PBPK model (Hays et al. [@b120]). The confidence in the urinary benzene and SPMA biomonitoring guidance values are less because of the lack of a PBPK model to estimate these values, the variability across the regression lines used to estimate the values, and that it was necessary to extrapolate outside of the range of measured exposure levels.

Finally, biomonitoring guidance values based upon existing governmental toxicological benchmarks (i.e. USEPA RfC) such as the Biomonitoring Equivalent for benzene should be used as risk management tools for screening human biomonitoring data (Hays et al., [@b120]). A biomarker level less than the biomonitoring guidance value would indicate acceptable exposure levels with little need for risk management considerations. While levels above the biomonitoring guidance value do not necessarily indicate an increased risk of harm, particularly due to the conservative nature of the toxicological guidance values upon which they are based, this may act as an indicator to public health officials that additional risk management activities are necessary. In the case of benzene, governmental agencies and industry have been working for decades to lower benzene exposures by decreasing the content in gasoline, reducing automobile emissions, removing benzene from consumer products and by recommending that individuals stop smoking.
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[^1]: \*Are the Bradford-Hill criteria fulfilled?

[^2]: †Does the biomarker of exposure accurately reflect the intended use?

[^3]: ‡Temporality refers to the relationship of when exposure occurred relative to when the sample was collected. Duration refers to how long the exposure occurred relative to when the sample was collected.
